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PREFACE

The sixth of a series of AEC-sponsored nuclear superheat meetings was held

in Windsor, Connecticut, on March 7, 8, and 9, 1962. These meetings are

in the nature of technical seminars with particular emphasis on engineering

data that have been developed since the last nuclear superheat meeting

(September 13, 14, and 15, 1961). The primary purpose of these meetings

is to keep the AEC contractors engaged in nuclear superheat projects

abreast of the over-all Commission's superheat program and to provide a

means for the exchange of current technical information. It is not

intended that these meetings be held for advisory or planning purposes.

The proceedings have been prepared to assist interested organizations in

the task of keeping abreast of new results in the nuclear superheat program.

The minutes are not meant to be a comprehensive abstract of the material

discussed at the meeting. For the benefit of those who may be interested

in more details than presented herein, a bibliography of all reports

published to date under the superheat program is included. Readers are

urged to consult the reference in order to obtain the background of the

work reported.
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S U M M A R Y

1. Combustion Engineering, Inc. - General Nuclear Engineering Corporation

The presentation included a description of the BONUS reactor plant, supporting
R&D, and the general nuclear superheat (NUSU) R&D program.

The BONUS reactor includes a central forced circulation boiling region and a
peripheral superheater region which superheats steam to 9000F and 900 psi.

The net electrical output is 16.5 MWe. Consruction of the BONUS plant has
been proceeding approximately on schedule. However, a major delay in the
delivery of the reactor pressure vessel has necessitated a revision of the
anticipated initial criticality date from December 1, 1962, to July 1, 1963.
The major difficulty with the pressure vessel has been the discovery of
laminar defects circumferentially disposed around certain nozzle welds. These
defects were discovered by ultrasonic inspection following the welding of the
nozzles but were not detected by radiographs. About 17 such defects have been
removed and repaired.

An R&D task is currently under way to determine the effectiveness of the
BONUS dryer-preheater in removing chlorides (and other nonvolatile impurities)
before the steam reaches the superheat fuel elements. Preliminary test
results of the dryer-preheater chloride removal performance have been reported.

The NUSU reference reactor design employing double annular fuel elements has
recently been completed and reported in GNEC-212. An alternate fuel element
design employing multiple tube fuel elements which are also of the combination
boiling-superheating type was reported.

The design, fabrication, thermal cycle tests, and irradiation status of the
double annular boiler-superheater fuel element were discussed. The double

annular fuel element is currently being irradiated in the SADE loop in the
VBWR. The fuel element employs Inconel-X cladding on the superheat side and
Type 347 stainless steel on the boiling water surface.

The design, fabrication, and physics experiments on multitube boiling-superheating
fuel elements were reported. In general, the experimental physics results
compare reasonably well with the analytical methods and with the physics

characteristics of the double annular fuel elements. Experimental and analytical
core parameters and core distributions obtained from the multitube fuel element
criticals were presented at the meeting.

2, Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company

The work reported at the meeting has been performed primarily in support of the
Pathfinder Atomic Power Plant being built at Sioux Falls, South Dakota, for the
Northern States Power Company. This reactor is a controlled recirculation
water reactor with integral superheat and is designed for a power output of
6200 net KW. Steam is produced at 600 psi at 825F.
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The major R&D effort reported is associated with developing slightly enriched
superheater fuel elements. Two types of superheat fuel are being developed
for use in the Pathfinder reactor. The first core loading consists of highly
enriched UO2-SS cermets in the form of two concentric rings containing a
central burnable poison rod. The second superheater core consists of a seven-
rod cluster of slightly enriched UO clad in stainless steel. The second (low
enrichment) core is designed to be directly substitutable for the first (high
enrichmenO core without any changes in Pathfinder reactor structure. The
fabrication development associated with fuel elements was reported in detail
at the meeting.

The critical experiment results associated with the Pathfinder low enrichment
core were reported. The results obtained to date included a combination 3.5
and 7 per cent enriched fuel.

Experimental results were reported on stainless steels corrosion-erosion rates
in saturated and superheated steam environments, and superheated steam heat
transfer.

The initial startup program for the Pathfinder plant was discussed and consists
of a series of tests designed to demonstrate the physics performance of the
reactor and the performance of the integrated plant operation.

Construction of the Pathfinder plant should be essentially completed by
July 1, 1962. The final safeguards report and initial operations report
should be published in March 1962 and reviewed with the AEC shortly thereafter.

3. Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne National Laboratory received approval from the AEC on January 24, 1962,
to proceed with cold critical experiments on an all-boiler core in BORAX-V.
Fuel loading was initiated on January 23, 1962, ar-d the minimum critical core
was reached on February 9, 1962. As of March 8, 1962, the reactor was being
loaded to a full boiling core of 60 fuel assemblies containing some boron
stainless steel poison rods to control excess reactivity and to reduce the
reactivity worth of the central control rod. Zero power tests on the boiling
core are scheduled to be completed by June 15, 1962, and full power operation
with the boiling core should be completed by July 15, 1962. Integral superheat
tests will be performed shortly thereafter. Tests with an integral superheater
will require the removal of some of the boiling core structure and substitution
of a core structure and fuel for the core with central superheater.

Critical and exponential experiments associated with the BORAX-V fuel were
reported.

Argonne National Laboratory has initiated a program to determine the feasibility
of using a catalytic recombiner to convert the radiolytically-formed free oxygen
and hydrogen gases to water prior to superheating the steam in the BORAX-V. An
out-of-pile test loop is currently being fabricated to test the feasibility of a
recombiner using a platinized demister material in a steam environment.
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The fuel rod thermocouples, in-core fission detectors, and BORAX-V superheater
fuel assembly developments were reported.

Low superheated steam velocity corrosion tests with zirconium alloys and
stainless steel at 10000F and 12000F were reported. A facility specifically
designed to determine the effects of steam velocity at least up to 200 ft/sec
is currently being assembled.

4. General Electric Company

The presentation included a discussion of the general superheat R&D program
including two reactor design studies, the VESR construction status, and the

proposed VESR fuel loading.

Operation of single annular superheater fuel elements (SH-4C, SH-5A, and NUSU)
in the SADE loop in VBWR were reported. Two fuel elements designated SH-4C
and SH-5 clad with Type 304 stainless steel failed after relatively short
periods of operation. The cladding failures were attributable to chloride
stress corrosion. The failed fuel element post-irradiation examination results
were reported.

General Electric Company has completed the VESR critical experiments on
enriched superheat fuel lattices employing slightly enriched annular fuel
elements clad with stainless steel and contained in stainless steel process
tubes. An up-to-date summary of the preliminary results and their comparison
to analytical conditions were reported.

A materials literature survey was conducted to investigate available information
of alloy behavior and high temperature steam environments and the results
reported. The survey results indicate that there is little prior experience
on material behavior under simulated high temperature nuclear superheat
environments but did indicate some promising metallic alloys for nuclear
superheat application.

The E-SADE loop which is designed to be installed in place of the existing
SADE loop in VBWR is currently scheduled to begin operation with the first
fuel loading in June 1962. The E-SADE loop has a capacity to irradiate nine
fuel elements. The first fuel loading will consist of slightly enriched
annular fuel elements clad with Inconel and Incoloy.

Experimental results were also reported in the following areas.

a. Steam heat transfer in the high Reynolds range from 250 to 1,000,000
in test sections with L/d ratios up to 650.

b. Development results of a temperature actuated steam-water seal.

c. Radial vane steam-water separators.
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d. Coolant chemistry results from an in-pile superheat loop (SADE).

e. Corrosion rates of Type 304 stainless steel and alternate cladding
material under simulated reactor superheated steam conditions.

The Mixed Spectrum Superheat Reactor prototype (75 MWe) design has been

completed and reported in GEAP-4015. The reactor consists of an annular
boiling water region surrounding a central fast, unmoderated superheat
region.

Since the last meeting the conceptual design effort on the Separate

Superheat Reactor has been concentrated on a 600 MWe power plant.

Construction of the VESR project was 37 per cent complete as of March 8,

1962. The VESR construction project is scheduled to be complete by
November 1962.

General Electric Company - Hanford

The General Electric Company at Hanford was recently requested by the AEC to
investigate the potential use of NPR technology for commercial application.

Methods being used to evaluate this technology are to perform power reactor
design studies on graphite moderated, pressure tube reactors utilizing
water-steam as the primary coolant and comparing the results with previous
AEC-sponsored superheat reactor designs. The initial reactor design consists
of a 300 MWe plant utilizing the "once through" boiling-superheating concept.

5. Westinghouse Electric Corporation

A heat transfer facility for supercritical steam is designed, and design
evaluation is proceeding on two supercritical direct cycle concepts. These

are a 1000 MWe fuel bearing graphite reactor (FBGR) and a 1000 MWe super-
critical tube reactor (SCOTT-R).
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RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

1. COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC. - GENERAL NUCLEAR ENGINEERING CORPORATION

a. Development and Fabrication of Multitube Fuel Elements for Critical
Experiments - W. Chernock

The second core loading for the NUSU critical experiments required the
fabrication of 105 multitube elements containing about 2200 Kg of 2.55
per cent enriched UO2. Each element was made in the form of an annular
cylinder, clad on the inside and outside with Type 304 stainless steel.
Fifteen, 1/4-inch diameter, stainless steel coolant tubes were axially
located within the annular fuel section. These elements were 2.75
inches OD and 1.37 inches ID; the over-all length was 60 inches, with
42 inches of fuel. The element is shown in Figure 1.

Assembly of the hardware combined welding and brazing. The plenum cover
was TIG (tungsten inert g,s) welded to the bottom plug. The 15 coolant
tubes and the inner stainless steel cladding were brazed simultaneously
to the bottom plug using high temperature silver alloy, AMS-4772. Following
vapor blasting, washing, inspection, and leak checking, the outer clad tube
was TIG welded to the bottom plug. The assembly was then leak checked
prior to performing the vibratory compaction operation..

Pneumatic vibratory compaction was selected as the method for loading
UO2 into the elements on the basis that the use of pellets for this
configuration would involve prohibitive costs even if the feasibility
of fabricating pellets could be established. In addition, it was
desirable to reuse the fused U02, at this same enrichment, which was
fabricated previously for the double annular NUSU configuration.

Upon completion of the experiments with the first double annular elements,
the fuel was removed from 290 elements. First, the bottom end caps were
induction heated to break the braze joints, and the caps were pulled off.
The elements were unloaded into fuel storage jars with the aid of a
small pneumatic vibrator.

It was possible to obtain compacted densities within the requirements
of the critical core by using fuel in its condition as unloaded from
the double annular fuel elements. A cursory evaluation indicated that
there was no measurable improvement in compacted density by utilizing
powder prepared by crude pulverization methods. It was concluded that
anything short of a costly fuel particle size reconstitution would
result in only minor improvements in compacted density. Fuel densities
of 84 1 per cent of theoretical were attained by utilizing the unloaded
powder without further processing. This value did not represent the
limiting value for the process but was an ec nomical and acceptable
value for the critical experiments.

After pouring the fuel into the cladding assembly, a pneumatically
powered ram contacted the top of the fuel column, and a pneumatic
vibrator operated against the bottom of the element. A fuel retention
bushing was crimped in place after compaction, and the top end cap was

welded to the outer cladding. Allstate 430 Ag-Sn solder was used to
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close the joints between the top end plug and the internal coolant
tube extensions as well as the inner cladding. A production flow
sheet is shown in Figure 2.

As a result of the large fuel cross sectional area, rather heavy ram
forces were required to obtain adequate compaction; however, these
forces could not be allowed to be transmitted to the pneumatic vibrator.
The 15 small coolant tubes did not have sufficient stiffness to remain
straight without external forces. These problems were solved by
operating the ram from a vertically floating platform and applying
tension (by springs and individual couplers) to the coolant tubes from
this same platform. Thus, the ram forces were balanced within the
element, and the tubes were held straight.



Figure 1. Multitube Fuel Element
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b. Results of NUSU Critical Experiments - S. Visner

Since the last superheat meeting additional experimental data on the
azimuthal variation of power distribution around the double annular
fuel element have been obtained. In these large fuel elements this
variation in power generation around the element is a part of the fuel
assembly peaking factor which must be accounted for in the thermal
analysis. Azimuthal peaking factors from 1.2 to 1.3 were found for fuel
elements located in various positions relative to water channels, Figure 1.
In the fuel elements located at the periphery of the subassemblies and,
therefore, adjacent to water channels, the azimuthal peak is always found
at a point on the fuel element which is closest to the water channel. For
fuel elements located at the vertex of the assembly, the peak is located
closest to the vertex.

The annular multitube fuel elements, Figure 2, have been made critical
in a clean uniform hexagonal lattice of 3.298 inches spacing, Figure 3.
The water-to-oxide ratio in the same lattice has been changed from 1.49
to 1.30 by the technique of introducing a hollow aluminum displacer in
the central water channel of the element. Criticality data for both

flooded and unflooded conditions of the 15 steam multitubes were obtained
in terms of critical water height and critical number of fuel rods. For
the water level above the fuel, the critical number of elements increased
from 62 to 75, from the flooded to voided condition, corresponding to a
change in reactivity of 1.8 per cent for the water-to-oxide ratio of
1.49. For the water-to-oxide ratio of 1.30, the critical number of fuel
rods increased from 78 to 97 under the same conditions, giving a
reactivity change of 1.7 per cent.

To provide for a more extensive check of the analysis techniques,
criticality and power distribution measurements were made with a variety
of heterogeneities introduced in these cores. The following data were
taken at the water-to-oxide ratio of 1.49. A slab water channel formed
by the removal of three central fuel elements gave a reduction in reactivity
of 3.1 per cent with the steam tubes flooded. A Y-shaped water channel
formed by removing the central and three adjacent fuel elements gave a
reactivity reduction of 4.0 per cent in the flooded case. A boron-
containing pyrex rod one inch in diameter, replacing the central fuel
element, gave a reactivity reduction of 1.9 per cent flooded and 1.7 per
cent unflooded. A Y-shaped control rod with arms of 2.2 inch span,

located adjacent to the central fuel element, gave a reactivity reduction

of 1.9 per cent flooded and 1.3 per cent voided.

In the core which had a water-to-oxide ratio of 1.30, the following
measurements were made with the steam tubes flooded. A slab water
channel formed by removing three elements off-center gave a reactivity
reduction of 2.2 per cent. The one-inch diameter pyrex rod substituted
for the central fuel element gave a reactivity reduction of 1.8 per
cent. The Y-shaped control rod adjacent to the central fuel element

gave a reactivity reduction of 1.9 per cent.
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Inasmuch as tube tension was the only means employed to keep the 15
steam tubes in each fuel element in their proper positions, and since
commercial tolerances for straightness and ovality were specified for
all the tubes, sizable departures from nominal were observed on some
of the completed elements. A departure of 5 per cent in thickness of
the fuel annulus produces a 2-1/2 per cent change in flux. The more
uniform multitube elements have been selected for use in experiments
involving detailed measurements of local flux distributions. For the
uniform lattice the flux was found to vary cyclicly around the circum-
ference of the fuel elements, Figure 4, for a total variation of 10
per cent; this variation is attributed to the proximity of the six
adjacent fuel rods.

The reactivity worth of hollow control rods of the flux trap type was
measured in the flooded 91-element core of 1.49 W/UO2 ratio. The
central fuel element was replaced by the test rods of two sizes. The
removal of the center fuel element gave a reactivity decrease of 174
cents and this condition was used as the basis for comparison with the
test sections inserted. A control rod 2-3/4 inches OD and 1-1/2 inches
ID using boron with a f t of 23 gave a reactivity reduction of 229
cents with the interior flooded and 192 cents for the voided case. With
a Z at of 12 the reactivity reduction was 195 cents flooded and 151 cents
voided. A smaller rod, 2 inches OD and 1 inch ID, using boron with a

1 at of 20 gave a reactivity decrease of 157 cents flooded and 138 cents
voided. The same rod with a 2 at of 10 gave 130 cents flooded and 109
cents voided.
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c. Analysis of NUSU Critical Experiments - P. Klann

In the previous meeting a description was given of the analytical
methods used to calculate cores containing double annular superheat
elements. It was shown. that in clean mockups of superheater assemblies
with rod channels, agreement between calculation and experiment is
within 0.9 per cent in eigenvalue and within 7 per cent in power
distribution. This analytical scheme has now been applied to cores
having control rods. PDQ calculations were made in a transverse plane
using homogenized cross sections obtained by the methods developed
for the previous analyses of clean hexagonal lattices of these fuel
elements. In the analytical model, the hexagonal unit cell (double
annular fuel element with associated water) was, as before, represented

as a rectangle of equal volume. The translation from the hexagonal
geometry of the physical cores to the rectangular co-ordinate system
of the PDQ was based on conservation of fuel area, control rod perimeter,
and the product of material number density and volume in the water and
structure regions. The necessity of explicitly representing some of
the details of the core structure, such as water channels and control
rods, made conservation of total core area in the analytical model
impossible. The inclusion of the extensive core properties, such as

leakage, in the enlarged analytical model, therefore, required special
attention.

The calculated eigenvalues, Table I, were generally about 1 per cent too
large, while the power distributions agreed to 8 per cent in the
central portion of the rodded cores away from the inserted control rods.
Adjacent to the rods, the power was overestimated by generally 10 per
cent, while the power peaking adjacent to aluminum followers was under-
estimated by 10 per cent. As in the uniform double annular lattices
the difference between calculation and experimental eigenvalue is still
about 1 per cent; however, the present calculational values are con-
sistently on the high side. Figure 1 gives a comparison between calculated
and measured values of the radial power distribution at rodded and unrodded
levels in a two axial zone core.

In addition, a study was made of the axial power flattening achieved by
substituting a column of boron-containing pyrex spheres along the middle
third of the core. Alsc measured were the reactivity effects of columns
of pyrex spheres from 3/8 to 7/8 inch diameter, and circular pyrex rods
from 5/16 to 1 inch diameter. It was found that for the same height a
column of spheres has the same reactivity effect as a rod of the same volume.

In connection with the experiments on the annular multitube fuel elements,
the analytical methods developed in the analyses of the simple rod and
double annular fuel element are now being extended to these complex fuel

elements. The large size of the fuel element (2.75 inch OD), as well as
the large inner water channel (1.305 inch OD) made necessary the exami-
nation of the fuel element homogenization using transport approximations
of higher order than previously used in the P-3 CEPTR code. It was found
that the more exact S-6 (P-5 DSN) calculations predicted ) f values from
0.6 to 0.8 per cent smaller than CEPTR P-3 values. This significant
difference was sufficient to warrant the inclusion of the DSN code in the

analytical design method for the annular multitube cores.
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Calculations for the critical assemblies indicated that the flooded
annular multitube element exhibited a modest moderator temperature
coefficient (---l.2 x 10-4 k/k per F0 ) at a W/U0 2 volume ratio of
2.21. A parametric study was made in which the effects on thermal
utilization of changes in cross sections with temperature and of
changes in disadvantage factor with temperature, were calculated
separately. It was found that the rate of change in thermal utilization
with temperature increases markedly as the annulus thickness is
increased, while the central water hole diameter is fixed and the water-
to-UO2 volume ratio is held constant at 2.21. Furthermore, the major
contribution to df/dT arises from the change in thermal disadvantage
factor with temperature, and this contribution increases uniformly with
the thickness of the annular layer.

Eigenvalue calculations have been made for a number of clean annular
multitube configurations using the analytical method previously used
in analyzing the uniform hexagonal double annular lattices. These
calculations using the P-3 CEPTR homogenization scheme give eigenvalues
ranging from 0.1 per cent to 0.8 per cent too large. The substitution
of the DSN S-6 derived self-shielding factors in place of the P-3
CEPTR values result in eigenvalues within + 0.3 per cent of unity. If,
in addition, the measured reflector savings are included in place of
the analytical prescription used for axial reflector savings, the
eigenvalue values again increase, and values which are too large by
0.1 per cent to 0.6 per cent are obtained.



TABLE I

Results of Criticality Calculations in E Cores

(Experimental Eigenvalue Equals Unity)

Number of Condition of Fuel
Double Annular Elements in Central Partial Water Calculated Description
Fiel Elements Subassemhly'* Height (in.) Eigenvalue

361. Flooded 35. 01 1. 009 Clean Core

361 Voided 36. 24 1. 007 Clean Core

360 Flooded 35.94 1.010 Center Fuel Element
Removed to Form

Water HoU_

360 Voided 36.52 1.009 '' ''

360 Flooded 38.65 1.013 Center Fuel Element

Replaced By Full Length
Column of 7/8' Diameter

Boron-Pyrex Spheres

361 Flooded 41.56 1. 010 Fully Inserted Cadmium Rod -
Fully Inserted Al Follower

361 Flooded Full Up 1. 012'' Boron Rod Inserted to 9.87"
From Bottom of Fuel

361 Flooded Full Up 1.011** Three Center Boron Rods
Banked at 29.95 Inches

From Bottom of Fuel

Fuelelements in remaining subassemblies always flooded.
** A one step axial synthesis calculation was made to obtain eigenvalue.

1



-
1 4 -

0.87 3 BORON RODS INSERTED TO 29.95
INCHES FROM BOTTOM OF FUEL

1.42 1.47 .95 1.00X.X X MEASURED
0.99 0.99 0.99 0.97 X.XX CALCULATED

O0. 9 094 0.88 0 00) O 0 0000000
107 104 0.99 0000 00 0000 00 0000

PRODDED ZONE 0 )00 00

CENRA BORN R ODARE INSERCTED TOE

295 INCHES FROM BOT TOM OF ACTIVE

UNRODDED ZONE 00gur /
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d. Effects of Plutonium Cross Sections on NUSU Lifetime Characteristics -
J. Bengston

Calculations have been undertaken to investigate the effect of plausible
variations in Pu-239 and Pu-240 cross sections upon lifetime characteristics
of a simplified m9l of the superheater region of the NI J preliminary
reference design. ' A recent study by F and Noderer 2  has indicated
that use of Amster's SOFOCATE Second Deck Pu-239 thermal cross sections
generally gives poorer agreement with integral experiments involving well-
thermalized systems (i.e., plutonium-water criticals and Gunst's
determination of the reactivity worth 9)irradiated UO2) than the use of
thermal cross sections due to Westcott , primarily due to the lower eta
obtained from Amster's cross section 5) In the resonance region, there is
again disagreement between Amster's and Westcott's cross sections for(2)
Pu-239 but the experimental evidence which exists favors Amster's choice.
Since various installations have adopted one or the other as part of their
standard design method, it appeared desirable to compare predictions of
some reactivity lifetime characteristics based upon the two methods. In

addition, a third set of Pu-239 cross sections has been used, in accord
with the recommendations of Fein and Noderer. This set contains thermal
cross sections in essential agreement with Westcott's and fast constants
essentially due to Amster.

Since use of the Westcott method does not differentiate between spectral
hardening due to 1/v absorbers and hardening due to elements with near-
thermal resonances (e.g., Pu-239), it was decided to use thermal cross
sections for Pu-239 as determined by the Wigner-Wilkins model, using two
sets of input monoenergetic cross sections: (a) those due to Amster,
and (b) a set obtained by using the VTe-a and {~e- values from the
most recent (1960) supplement to BNL-325. Set (b) gives Maxwellian cross
sections at room temperature in general agreement with those due to
Westcott. For Pu-240, the two authors are in substantial agreement.
There are differences in the Pu-241 cross sections prescribed by the two
authors, analogous to the differences for Pu-239. Since the Pu-241 content
at end of life is about one-fourth that of Pu-239, the effect of varying
these cross sections has not been considered, and Amster's Pu-241 cross
sections have been used throughout.

"A 200 Mw(e) Boiler-Superheater Reactor Preliminary Design,"

GNEC-136 (1960).

E. Fein and L. C. Noderer, "An Evaluation of Effective Plutonium

Cross Sections in Reactivity Calculations," CEND-146 (1961).

H. Amster, "Cross Sections in the SOFOCATE Code: Second Deck,"
WAPD-TM-67 (1957).

C. H. Westcott, "Effective Cross Section Values for Well-Moderated
Thermal Reactor Spectra," CRRP-787 (1958 Revision).

A. F. Henry, "54-Group Library for P-1 Programs," WAPD-TM-224
(1960).
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One-point depletion calculations (6) have been performed to determine
the km and average isotopic composition of a superheater fuel cluster
as a function of burnup. These calculations were performed using a
buckling search to maintain criticality, and no burnable poison was
included. Thermal self-shielding factors were calculated at beginning
of life and assumed to remain constant. Figure 1 illustrates the
behavior of k,, with lifetime for the three combinations of cross
sections considered. The thermal constants were determined by the use of
the Wigner-Wilkins option on SOFOCATE for the beginning-of-life compositions.
"New SOFOCATE" refers to Pu-239 set (b) similar to Westcott's choice, as
discussed above. The fast "CANDLE" constants are those tabulated in
CEND-130, including the "Fuel Cycle Library" for plutonium, which corresponds
to quite high dilution. The fast "Westcott" constants differ only in the
Pu-239 fission and absorption cross sections. which were obtained by
correcting the "CANDLE" constants by the ratios of corresponding infinite
dilution resonance integrals due to Westcott and Amster. The preferred
combination of new thermal constants and fast "CANDLE" constants for
Pu-239 gives a kaa near end of life about midway between the predictions
of schemes essentially like Westcott's and Amster's, the latter two
differing by more than 3 per cent in reactivity at 15,000 MWD/T. Although
the differences in k as predicted by the three choices of cross sections
are substantial, examination of Table I indicates only minor variations
in inventories of U-235 and plutonium resulting from the use of differing
cross sections. Here CRUMB Cases 61, 63, and 37 correspond to the three
cases plotted in Figure 1. However, it cannot be concluded that the
end-of-life inventories are insensitive to all possible variations in
cross sections. For example, use of an unhardened Maxwellian (at the
water temperature of 576 K results in a nearly 5 per cent increase in
U-235 burnup, as compared with use of SOFOCATE hardened constants (Cases
36 and 37 in Table I), and the Maxwellian case shows over 20 per cent
more Pu-239 left at 14.09 GWD/T. This difference results primarily from
an appreciable change in the ratio c- (239)/ -(235) for thermal neutrons
with hardening. This ratio is 2.54 for the unhardened Maxwellian, and
4.02 for the Wigner-Wilkins calculation with the beginning-of-life
compositions.

As a subsidiary part of this study an investigation was made of the
variation in SOFOCATE-derived cross sections with lifetime using number
densities from CRUMB Case 61 of Table I. Since thermal leakage is
essentially negligible, the effect of importance is the change in
competition for absorption between the non 1/v fissile isotopes (most
notably Pu-239) and the 1/v absorbers. In Figure 2, the spectral
hardening with lifetime is shown by a curve showing the ratio of the
absorption cross section of 1/v absorber at time t to its absorption
cross section at time zero (hot clean beginning of life). Also shown

C. J. Hansen, "CRUMB-2, A One-Point Four Group Reactor Burnup Code

for the IBM-7070," CEND-130 (1961).
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are curves indicating the ratios of effective absorption cross sections
for U-235 and Pu-239 to the absorption cross sections of 1/v absorbers
which are identical at time zero. The effectiveness of U-235 relative
to a 1/v absorber is seen to drop slowly, with a difference of about
0.7 per cent at 12.27 GWD/T, while the effectiveness of Pu-239, after a
small initial rise, drops much more strongly, being 5 per cent less than
that of an initially equivalent 1/v absorber at 12.27 GWD/T. A measure
of the effect of these changes in thermal cross sections upon lifetime
characteristics was obtained by rerunning CRUMB Case No. 61 with new
thermal cross sections inserted at two points in life (5 and 10 GWD/T).
The results (CRUMB No. 65) indicate small changes in all quantities (in
the expected direction), but show that, at least in this case, such
spectral effects are not of real concern in view of the many other
uncertainties involved in an actual lifetime calculation. In another
calculation(CRUMB No. 60-A) the resonance absorption cross section of
Pu-240 was decreased from the high-dilution value used for all other
calculations discussed here, in accord with a rough estimate of the
value appropriate near end of life, and this new cross section was used
from 5 GWD/T onward. Table I indicates that the effect of this change
is generally quite small in all respects but that of the end-of-life
plutonium isotopic composition.



TABLE I

Dependence of Some Lifetime Characteristics at 14. 09 GWD/T on Plutonium Cross Sections
(Idealized NUSU Superheater Cell)

CRUMB* N (Pu)Cross Sections Used kA N (235)* N (239)* N (240) N (241)
Case No.- AN (235)

61 Amster SOFOCATE 0.9637 0.968 0.376 0. 069 0. 088 0.551

CANDLE Fast

63 New SOFOCATE .9797 .966 .379 .064 .082 .544

CANDLE Fast

37 New SOFOCATE .9958 .965 . 390 . 060 . 077 .546

Westcott Fast 239

65 Like 61, but Amster .9623 .971 .382 .067 .088 .554

SOFOCATE recalcu-
lated at two points

in life

60-A Like 61, but Amster .9641 .973 .379 .090 .076 . 560

SOFOCATE recalcu-
lated and of (240)
decreased by one-

third at 5 GWD/T

36 New Maxwell .9913 1.010 .476 .051 .063 .574

Westcott Fast 239

* Number densities are given in units

N(H) = 177.4 in these units.

of 1020 atoms/cm 2 . N (235, t = 0) = 1. 972, N (238) = 82, 84, and

0O
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NOTE

LABELS ON CURVES REFER TO MODEL USED TO SPECIFY

Pu- 239 THERMAL CONSTANTS
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e. Development, Fabrication, and Irradiation of Double Annular Fuel
Elements - S. Weems

The basic difference between the NUSU superheater fuel element and
other thermal neutron spectrum superheat reactor fuels is that no
parasitic insulation is used to thermally separate the high temperature
superheated steam from the lower temperature boiling water. The U0 2
fuel thermally isolates the different temperature regions during power
operation of the reactor; during shutdown the same fuel provides
adequate conductivity to cool the entire fuel element. The mechanical
arrangement of the fuel element consists of a U0 2 fuel rod and an
annular fuel section (internally and externally clad) which superheats
steam internally while boiling water externally.

The limited development work on this type fuel element has consisted*
of fabrication tests, thermal cycle tests, and an in-pile loop test.
The fabrication tests were directed at the production of an adequate
end closure (the joint between the Type 347 stainless steel outer
cladding and the Inconel-X inner cladding with an intermediate Inconel
sleeve). Limited attempts at brazing the end closure were unsuccessful;
however, it is expected that further work could demonstrate satisfactory
results. The welding development program was considered satisfactory.
No difficulty was ever experienced with the fusion welding (no filler
addition) with argon cover gas of the Inconel-X to Inconel bread-pan
type welds. The weld which did present difficulties was the one
joining the Type 347 stainless steel cladding to the Inconel sleeve.
This weld consisted of pre-buttering the Type 347 stainless steel with
Inco-A filler then fusion welding the filler section to the Inconel.

The thermal cycle test program consisted of electrically heating and
thermal cycling the Inconel-X inner cladding in air between about
7000F and 1320 F while maintaining the Type 347 stainless steel (outer)
cladding at about 600eF in a liquid metal environment. This test
program was concluded after the last test fuel element had successfully
withstood 825 thermal cycles; reactor operation is estimated to require
only about 100 equivalent thermal cycles.

The in-pile test fuel element was shipped on December 22, 1961, to
General Electric Company, San Jose, California, for test in the VBWR.
Helium leak tests showed the Type 347 stainless steel to Inconel welds
at each end of the fuel element to be leaking.

Specific location of the leaks was performed by helium leak checking
the entire fuel element with systematic application and removal of
plastic electrician's tape from suspected leak areas. Weld repair

*
GNEC-159, GNEC-172, GNEC-190, GNEC-202, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth,
and Ninth Quarterly Progress Reports, Nuclear Superheat Development
Program, General Nuclear Engineering Corporation
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procedures were established by rewelding previously-welded end
closure samples. It was found that fusion welding when melting only
the Type 347 stainless steel cladding would cause severe cracking
within the fused section. On the other hand, as long as adequate
melting of the Inco-A section was done, then some of the Type 347
stainless steel could be melted without subsequent cracking. Also,
fusion of the section between the Inco-A and the Inconel could be done
without cracking. A metallographic section taken from one of the
samples which had been rewelded with two separate passes (with cooling
between each pass) showed a sound weld. One pass was used to fuse some
of the Type 347 stainless steel section, and the other pass was used to
fuse the Inconel section.

All repair welds made on the fuel element were with tungsten electrode
and argon cover gas; the welds were made in air (not in a dry box), and
the weld speed was controlled by mounting the fuel element in a lathe.
The first attempt at repair of the fuel element consisted of two weld
passes (without filler addition); these welds were identical to those
used for the metallographic sample. Helium leak checking with and
without plastic taping indicated that the weld on the top end of the
fuel element was not leaking, and the lower end weld was leaking.

During further examination by microscope, two possible fissures were
detected in the lower end weld within the Type 347 stainless steel
section next to the Inco-A section. Fusion weld circumferential passes
opened up both of these fissures, thus showing that these had been
fissures. Inco-A was used as filler material to repair these two
openings. Helium leak check after this repair operation still showed
a small leak in the lower end weld. After additional examination by
microscope one very small possible fissure was found to be in the
Type 347 stainless steel next to the Inco-A section. This fissure
was entirely in the circumferential direction, and a fusion weld pass
(without filler addition) in the circumferential direction was
successful in closing this fissure. The next helium leak test showed
the fuel element to be sound. The fuel element was then pressure
tested at 1350 psig (external pressure) in argon. After about 18
hours of argon outgassing, the fuel element was again successfully
helium leak tested showing no leaks.

While it is impossible to know that the repaired welds are sound
(without destructive testing of the fuel element), it is expected,
based on examination of other samples together with satisfactory
pressure and helium leak tests, that the welds are satisfactory.
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2. ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

The work described in the following sections has been performed primarily
in association with the design of the Pathfinder Atomic Power Plant
being built at Sioux Falls, South Dakota, for the Northern States Power
Company. This reactor is a controlled recirculation boiling water reactor
with integral nuclear superheat and is designed for a power output of
62,000 net electrical kilowatts. Steam is produced at 600 pounds per
square inch and 8250F.

a. Pathfinder Superheater Fuel Development - C. Klotz

Two types of superheat fuel are envisioned for use in this reactor. The
first core loading consists of fuel assemblies made of two concentric
fuel tubes of UO2 particles dispersed in stainless steel, clad with
stainless steel, and concentric with a central rod containing burnable
poison. A second improved core will have fuel assemblies made of a
seven-rod cluster of UO2 rods clad in stainless steel. The second low
enrichment core will be directly substitutable for the first high
enrichment core without any changes in reactor structure.

High Enrichment Fuel Assemblies

This program has evolved into four phases of development which are
described as follows.

Phase A - A feasibility study to fabricate tubes by the cold roll
powder process, spacer wire welding, and assembly of fuel
tubes and poison rod.

Phase B - Development of a hot roll powder process and isostatic
pressing techniques to produce dense, nonpermeable cermet.

Phase C - Preproduction or pilot manufacturing to establish process
control and resolve differences between normal and enriched
UO2 .

Phase D - Production of core for Pathfinder.

Phases A and B have been completed and Phase C initiated. Most of the
material for Phase C has been received and is being evaluated prior
to fabrication.

Phase B was successful in that the goal of reducing cermet porosity
was achieved. Hot rolling of cermet strip and isostatic pressing of
preformed tubes were tried in order to densify the cermet. In addition,
improved techniques for making spherical U02 powder have evolved, and
work on nondestructive testing techniques indicates that fuel-clad
bond defects as small as 3/32 inch can be detected. The reference fuel
fabrication process will form cermet strip by hot rolling with a very
thin foil cover sheet. This sheathed strip will then be trimmed, formed
into a tube, and sheathed by a draw-diffusional anneal treatment.
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Low Enrichment Fuel Assemblies

Work is progressing in three areas of development: rod fabrication, end
cap welding, and rod assembly. Because of limitations imposed by heat
transfer analysis, it was necessary to change the clip method of assembly,
described previously, to a ferrule type. An enlarged fuel assembly
section from a flow test model is shown in Figure 11-1.

(1) Rod Fabrication

(a) Swaging

Development work is continuing on consolidation of ceramic fuel
materials by other than sintering methods. The following
techniques are under investigation: cold swaging, controlled

vibratory compaction with cold swaging, and vibratory compaction.
Processing parameters were established for producing 1/4 inch
diameter, stainless steel clad fuel rods with densities in excess
of 90 per cent of theoretical, but the elongation and wall thickness

of the fuel rods varied considerably because of the lack of process
control in the preswaged rods. Vibratory compaction techniques and
equipment were developed to yield preswaged rods with controlled
densities which resulted in the production of swaged rods with
uniform and predictable properties.

Discussion of Vibratory Compaction Studies

Due to the attractiveness of a vibratory compacted fuel rod from
the viewpoint of economy and simplicity, work has been initiated
in this direction. The same type and size of stainless steel

tubing described above was used for these studies. Arc fused
powders with particle size distributions used by other investi-
gators were used to initiate this program. Fuel rods were
vibrated at various conditions and in no cases could the densities
reported in the literature be attained. The maximum density attained
was 86 per cent TD with a 1-1/4 inch pneumatic piston vibrator.
Almost all rods vibrated to the maximum density in approximately

10 minutes. It was also observed that considerable reduction

in particle size is taking place during vibrating.

Summary

Evaluation of the data from this work reveals the following.

The preswaged density of UO2 filled fuel rods must be controlled

to yield a predictable final product. Also the vibrating
characteristics of a powder may possibly be used to predict
swaging characteristics.

The optimum reduction range for thin wall stainless steel clad U02
rods vibrated to 60 per cent TD before swaging with 75 w/o arc
fused and 25 w/o ceramic grade powder is 41 to 43 per cent. Also
the optimum reduction range for arc fused powder vibrated to 71

per cent TD before swaging is 50 to 54 per cent.
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Maintaining the first two conditions a predictable fuel rod
of 88 per cent TD, with approximately 30 per cent elongation
and 0.0115 inch wall thickness can be produced. Also using
arc fused powder the density can be increased to 89 to 90
per cent of theoretical (Figure 11-3).

Reductions of 50 per cent or greater showed considerable damage
to the inside wall (Figure 11-2).

The straight vibratory composition of fuel rods without swaging
is a simple process that would eliminate some of the more
difficult parts of swaging to produce a high quality fuel rod
if the density can be attained.

Considerable attrition of the fuel particles takes place
during the vibrating of the rods.

(b) Collapsed Clad

Studies of fuel pin characteristics for the Pathfinder low
enriched element have indicated that significant improvement
in operation efficiency can be attained if the stainless clad
is in intimate contact with fuel pellets. Work was, therefore,
initiated to investigate various methods for achieving clad
contact on sintered pellets. Based on a review of methods
attempted at other installations, draw bonding and stretch
bonding were selected for initial studies.

Draw Bonding

Four rods were drawn to reductions of 2.0 per cent, 3.5 per cent,
5.0 per cent, and 6.5 per cent R.A. Evaluation showed that fuel
clad contact ranged from partial contact in the case of low
reduction to severe pellet damage in the higher reduction.
Pellet separation was not excessive and in the case of higher
reduction was not detected by X ray. Rod density, however, was
a maximum at 3.5 per cent R.A. This is probably due to a
redistribution of fuel which occurs when severe cracking at
high reductions occurs. In no case did noticeable wall damage
occur regardless of the amount of reduction. Based on the
promising results indicated in preliminary trials, this program
is being expanded to study lubrication and draw speed in an
attempt to determine optimum drawing conditions.

The stretch bonding process differs from draw bonding in that
rod OD is reduced purely by elongation as opposed to sinking
which occurs in drawing. By utilizing a properly designed
fixture, it is possible to maintain a compression load on the
pellet stack during stretching and thus maintain intimate

contact between pellets.
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A variety of end gripping techniques ranging from swaged
mandrels to drill rod pins was attempted. The most
satisfactory method found so far involved a welded and
pinned end cap on the draw end and a stretching cycle involved
a welded and pinned end cap on the draw end and a brazed
ferrule on the opposite. Mandrel pressure on the pellets
with this scheme was restricted to one end only, but this was
not felt to be detrimental to the initial program objectives.

Work is proceeding concurrently with draw bonding to determine
which process is economically and technically the best for
reference process consideration.

(2) End Cap Welding

A critical review of all data obtained from the end cap welding
program to date was made. This review showed that successful
welds could be made on thin wall tubes using the straight shoulder
cap previously described. It was found, however, that this
combination of wall thickness, .010 inch, and end cap design was
hypersensitive to the critical welding variables. Very slight
variations in joint fit, cleanliness, arc location, and amperage
often made the difference between peel back and successful welds.
Consequently, a program was initiated to study different end
cap designs which would improve heat balance and reduce the
hypersensitivity of the process.

This investigation included studies of two modifications of the
straight plug cap previously used, specifically, the trepan cup
cap and the reduced shoulder plug cap. (See Figure 11-4)

Results showed that both modified designs were far superior to
the straight plug cap. Weld quality was consistently sound, and
sensitivity to wall peel back was reduced to a minimum.

(3) Assembly

A critical design review of feasible spacer concepts was performed,
and ferrules were selected as the most probable reference.
Experiments were initiated to study braze characteristics and
corrosion resistance of various braze alloys. A mechanically
fastened ferrule assembly was made for flow studies, and work was
initiated to produce a number of model assemblies for test and
evaluation. High frequency weld studies were expanded to include
wire wrap, straight wires, and thermocouple wires on tubes of
various sizes.

Material Studies

The joint braze evaluation samples of Nicrobraze 30, GE81, and
Coast Metal 60 (Nickel Base, Chrome, Silicon Alloys) were prepared
by vacuum brazing for 30 minutes and 60 minutes at 21500F.
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Evaluation for peel strength microstructure and corrosion
resistance is in process.

Preliminary results indicate that Coast Metal 60 is most promising
but considerably more work is required before definite conclusions
can be drawn. Microstructure of all samples shows excellent grain
growth across the bonding interface. Results from one week in
1000 F steam corrosion tests indicate no significant atack on any
of the alloys. Tests are continuing.

Work has now been started to fabricate several mockup and fuel
bearing assemblies using brazed ferrules. Results will provide
definite indications of process potential.

High Frequency Welding

A series of studies was initiated to explore the potential of
high frequency resistance welding as applied to various Pathfinder
needs. Various wire sizes ranging from .036 to .056 inch were
attached(both straight and spiral) to tubes ranging from .220
(Pathfinder fuel pin) to 7/8 inch diameter (insulating tubes).
Results indicated that with the use of compensating electrical
circuit changes which, when defined, can quickly be accomplished,
the equipment is extremely versatile. Satisfactory continuous
welds were consistently made for all the combinations indicated
above.

Preliminary techniques for attaching stainless steel sheathed
thermocouples to both low and high enriched fuel tubes were
developed. Continuous welded sections up to 5 feet in length
were made with no evident sheath damage and no loss of
thermocouple continuity. This work will be pursued to refine
techniques for attaching couples to inner insulating tubes
and/or high enriched superheater fuel tubes.
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FIG. II-1 FERRULE TYPE SPACER ASSEMBLY, LOW-ENRICHMENT SUPERHEATER
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b. Superheater Corrosion-Erosion Tests - G. Panter

A dynamic testing facility was built for evaluating corrosion-erosion
behavior of materials suitable for superheater cladding. This test loop
(shown in Figure 111-5) has been described in detail at previous meetings.
In the test loop some samples are exposed in superheated steam and other
samples exposed to saturated steam.

The regular test program using replacement type samples started in
November 1961. This system uses eight samples in five positions which
allows removal and replacement of 10 samples each three weeks. Two
positions are in the superheated section with three positions available
in the saturated section. Oxygen and moisture are added to the steam in
the saturated section.

The loop provides test conditions with superheated steam, saturated dry
steam, and saturated steam containing 0.1 per cent and 0.5 per cent added
moisture. Materials being tested are 316, 304, 316L, and 304L stainless
steels. Operation of the loop is on a continuous basis with scheduled
shutdown to change samples. Steam conditions for each section are shown
in Figure 111-1.

Appearance of test samples suggests there is a difference in the corrosion
behavior of materials tested. (See Figures 111-3 and 111-4). However,
test results to date have not shown a distinct difference in the corrosion-
erosion behavior between 304L and 316L stainless steel. There are not
sufficient data to show a difference in erosion due to 0.1 per cent or 0.5
per cent moisture in steam. Preliminary tests were subjected to
considerable thermal cycling resulting from starting and stopping of the
loop. A summary of test results is listed in Figure 111-2.

The extent of experimental information presently available from these tests
does not allow clear-cut conclusions. Several preliminary conclusions are
suggested at this time.

(1) Erosion in steam is not drastic.

(2) Corrosive attack on materials tested is slight.

(3) Corrosion rates from these tests are similar to observations reported

by other investigators.

(4) There seems to be an increase in corrosion-erosion due to additions
of oxygen and moisture.

c. Steam Heat Transfer Experiments - N. Sher

High Enrichment Fuel Element

The heat transfer and pressure drop experiments using 6 ft. long annular
test sections, described at the previous superheat meeting, have been
completed. The test sections were made from 316L stainless steel and
contained annular flow passages, 0.060 inch thick, spaced by three
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longitudinal wires, 0.058 inch OD, 1200 apart. The first section was
heated by resistance dc heating, approximately equally on both sides of
the flow passage and was instrumented for surface temperature measurements
as well as pressure drop. The second section was unheated and instrumented
only for pressure drop.

The test parameters covered the following ranges:

Pressure (psia) 2 520 to 61 16
Mass Velocity (lb/hr-ft ) 0.13 x4 10 to 0.72 g 10
Reynolds Number 2 x 10 to 1.4 x 10
Bulk Steam Temperature ( F) 489 to 1220
Surface Temperature (oF, 489 to 1350
Film Temperature Drop ( F) Up to 175
Heat Flux (Btu/hr-ft ) Up to 125,000

The test data were reduced using the smoothed Russian steam property data.
All property values were evaluated at the local film temperature, and the
heat transfer coefficient results are shown in Figure IV-1. Heineman's
correlation based on an investigation of superheated steam in round tubes
and rectangular channels is also shown. The annular data appear to be in
good agreement with Heineman's results for long L/De which represented
L/De values up to just over 120, whereas the present study included data
for L/De values up to nearly 500. The Pathfinder design equation, which
utilizes the McAdams correlation with a 10 per cent reduction, is about
23 per cent below the Heineman correlation at R of 10 and about 9 per
cent below the lower 15 per cent scatter line of the present data.

There was no measurable difference between the Nusselt numbers for the
outside and inside heated walls for the range of conditions studies; nor
was there any discernable effect of L/De over the instrumented length
(L/De from 110 to 430).

The pressure drop data from the isothermal test section were reduced to
friction factors by accounting for the spacer wires in the equivalent
diameter and flow area calculations. The results covering a steam
temperature range from 4890F to 12200F are shown in Figure IV-2. The data
are seen to be in excellent agreement with the smooth Moody curve (test

section surface roughness ranged from 8 to 12 micro inches RMS).

Local friction factors from the heated test section are shown in Figures
IV-3, IV-4, and IV-5 for the fluid properties evaluated at the bulk,
film, and wall temperatures respectively. Friction factors for the
isothermal flow of saturated steam in this test section are also shown.
These factors are believed to be lower than the heated values because
of the presence of liquid droplets in the saturated steam. If the film
temperature is used for property evaluation, the data are about 5 per
cent below the Moody curve. Using the measured surface temperatures
for property values brings the data even closer to the Moody curve. In
view of the success of previous investigations with using film temperature
and the 5 per cent agreement from the present study, this method of
property evaluation seems to be the most prudent choice.
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Conclusions:

(1) Heineman's correlation of Nusselt number for L/De greater than 60

appears to fit the data for a long thin annulus with straight wire

spacers heated from both sides.

(2) Measured film coefficients are the same on both the inner and outer
heated walls.

(3) No effect of L/De was found in the range from 110 to 430.

(4) Friction factors can be predicted using the equivalent diameter
concept together with the appropriate Moody curve with the fluid
properties evaluated at the film temperature.

Low Enrichment Fuel Element

The flow test model of the low enrichment fuel element has been tested
using low pressure air to determine the pressure losses associated with
the ferrule spacers. The test section consisted of the simulated fuel
element enclosed in a process tube. The seven-rod cluster was
fabricated from 0.249 inch diameter ground stainless steel rods 76 inches
long, held at each end by special fittings. The six peripheral rods were
located on a bolt circle of 0.593 inch diameter. The inside diameter
of the process tube which also served as the pressure housing was 0.944
inch.

Two spacing functions (See Figure 11-1) were studied. The first consisted
of ferrules located on the six peripheral rods so as to form a spiral
pattern along the axis of the fuel element. The second consisted of one
ferrule attached to the center rod with a ring fitted over the peripheral
rods holding them in contact with the ferrule.

The results of these tests are presented as loss coefficients versus
Reynolds number in Figure IV-6. The loss coefficients represent an
average loss attributed to a single spacer. That is, kR is the loss
coefficient associated with one ring and center rod ferrule combination,
and is the loss coefficient with an individual ferrule located on a
peripheral rod. These coefficients are based on the velocity head of the
gas, based on the unrestricted flow area. Peripheral ferrule loss
coefficients were found for three axial spacing intervals between ferrules
to determine whether or not any interaction exists.

It was concluded that there is no interaction between peripheral rod
ferrules for spacing intervals from 9 to 35 equivalent diameters (1.5 to
6.0 inches). The average value of the loss coefficient for the single
ferrule spacer is 0.22 and 2.24 for the ring and ferrule combination.
The single ferrule results are about 43 per cent greater than the
coefficients predicted from published values for sudden contractions
and expansions in concentric pipes.
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d. Low Enrichment Superheater Critical Experiments - R. Vollmer

Scope

The physics analysis of the low enriched superheater fuel has progressed
in three phases: Phase 1 consisted of an analytical study which defined
the limits of interest in enrichment, pin size, and spacing in conjunction

with heat transfer and element design studies; in Phase 2 the critical
experiments and theoretical correlation of their results are being under-

taken; and Phase 3 will be a final, physics design of the element. The
critical experiments conducted in the second phase are measuring the
thermal utilization and resonance escape probability for variations of
pin spacing and enrichment in voided and flooded lattices of the seven-
rod cluster, and the flooding coefficient of reactivity. The variations
that were investigated are tabulated below.

TABLE 1 - 1

Variations of Seven Rod Cluster for p and f Measurements

Center to Center Lattice Moderator Type of
Pin Spacing Designation Enrichment Condition Measurement

0.287 inch B 3.5%, 4%, 7% Voided & Flooded f
0.325 inch C 3.5%, 4%, 7% Voided & Flooded f
0.375 inch D 3.5%, 4%, 7% Voided & Flooded f

0.287 inch B 3.5%, 7% Voided & Flooded p
0.325 inch C 3.5%, 7% Voided & Flooded p
0.375 inch D 3.5%, 7% Voided & Flooded p

In addition to the measurements cited above, many of the 3.5 per cent
and 7 per cent cases will be repeated with the center fuel rod removed
to provide an additional parameter for the analysis.

Description of Tests

The fuel rods used to make up the seven-rod cluster are 0.214 inch OD
UO2 pellets clad with 0.010 inch stainless steel. The active length of
the fuel rod is approximately 36 inches. Two seven-rod fuel bundles,
stacked end to end and placed in stainless housing tubes, are used to
make up a 72-inch fuel element for insertion into the Pathfinder mockup.
These elements are located in a square lattice of 1.24 inch pitch. An
end on view of a seven-rod fuel cluster is shown in Figure V-1.

For the measurement of the thermal utilization, f, and the resonance
escape probability, p, a test element was made up to provide variable
fuel rod spacing and precision location of fuel rods and measuring

apparatus. This test section is shown in Figure V-2. Collars at the
top, bottom, and at intermediate positions provide positive pin spacing.
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These collars are of aluminum for void lattice mockups and lucite for
flooded lattices. Three of the fuel rods are continuous in the test
assembly and provide the structural support. The remaining four rods
are cut at the vertical location of the test position. This allows the
insertion of foils or foil packages at this location as is shown in
Figures V-3 and V-4, which are closeups of the test position for f and
p measurements, respectively.

In the f measurements, U-Al foil is placed such that it occupies a unit
cell area, except for the outer housing tube and the three support fuel
rods. After irradiation, the foil is segmented as follows: A foil is
punched out corresponding to the location of each of the four remaining
fuel rods, the remaining foil is cut into seven rings, and the moderator
foil is cut into quadrants. The foil segments are tape mounted on
planchettes and counted. After a decay period, the foils are moved
intact to a spinning disk where they receive the same integrated flux.
They are counted again to provide normalization for size, U-235 content,
U-235 inhomogeneity, and, for the most part, counting geometry.

For the p measurements, a foil package was made up of a depleted uranium
foil (3-5 ppm U-235), fission product catcher foils, and pellets
identical to the fuel material, as shown in Figure V-5. These are
encapsulated in a cylindrical barrel of either .020 inch cadmium or
aluminum, and inserted into the test position as shown in Figure V-4.
The foils were irradiated in the appropriate lattice, both cadmium
covered and aluminum covered, and the resultant U-239 activity (23.5
minute, 74 key gamma) was counted. After appropriate background removal,
power normalization, least squares fitting, and extrapolation to a common
decay time, the quantity rho-28 was determined for each lattice from the
ratio: epi-cadmium radiative captures in U-238 to sub-cadmium radiative
captures in U-238. With experimental knowledge of rho-28 and the thermal
utilization, and calculational values of the thermal radiative capture
in U-238 to the total thermal capture in the fuel, p-28 is determined.

The errors in the above measurements have been investigated but not
fully analyzed. In the f measurements reproducibility of results has
been found consistently within the most probable error determined from
repetitive counts of each foil after irradiation. This generally amounts
to about t 0.5 per cent. Errors in these flux values and cadmium ratio
corrections are reflected in f in proportion to the material cross
sections and volumes. Errors in rho-28 are larger because of lower
total counts, larger backgrounds, and small drifts in base line and

window of the spectrometer. It is presently estimated that rho-28
values are good to 29 pe 8cent or better. However, since rho-28 is
proportional to (1-p )/p an error of 2 per c2gt in rho-28 is
reflected by an error of only 0.5 per cent in p

Results

The results obtained to date are tabulated in Tables V-2 to V-I for voided and
flooded lattices utilizing 3.5 per cent and 7 per cent enriched fuel.
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For each case where a significant lattice change was made in the test
cell, the region surrounding the test cell was also altered to provide
appropriate matching of the spectrum.

TABLE V - 2

Definitions of Fuel Rod and Ring Positions

Outer Radius (inches)

Center Fuel Rod 0.119
Outer Fuel Rods B Lattice 0.287 (radius of centers)

C Lattice 0.325 (radius of centers)
D Lattice 0.375 (radius of centers)

Ring 1 0.185
Ring 2 0.236
Ring 3 0.311
Ring 4 0.361
Ring 5 0.410
Ring 6 0.460
Ring 7 0.552
Moderator 0.705

TABLE V - 3

Measured Thermal Fluxes in Seven Rod Clusters

Voided Lattice, 3.5 per cent enrichment

Location B Lattice C Lattice D Lattice

Center Fuel Rod 1.0000 .0063 1.0000 .0051 1.0000 .0051
Outer Fuel Rods 1.0814 .0061 1.0646 .0084 1.0599 .0062
Ring 1 1.0400 .0035 1.0554 .0040 1.0658 .0037
Ring 2 1.0691 .0069 1.0495 .0044 1.0654 .0061
Ring 3 1.1122 .0081 1.0724 .0044 1.0847 .0045
Ring 4 1.1821 .0045 1.1212 .0068 1.1109 .0070
Ring 5 1.2312 .0035 1.1624 .0037 1.1351 .0069
Ring 6 1.2797 - .0062 1.1992 .0056 1.1827 .0043

Ring 7 1.3273 .0076 1.2565 .0063 1.2244 .0045
Moderator 1.6506 .0062 1.5679 - .0072 1.5109 - .0056
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TABLE V - 3 Continued

Flooded Lattice, 3.5 per cent enrichment

Location B Lattice C Lattice D Lattice

Center Fuel Rod 1.0000 .0045 1.0000 + .0070 1.0000 + .0052
Outer Fuel Rods 1.1197 .0053 1.1175 - .0068 1.0754 - .0063
Ring 1 1.0830 + .0035 1.1110 + .0063 1.1068 + .0056
Ring 2 1.1287 .0057 1.1198 - .0062 1.1389 .0066
Ring 3 1.1729 - .0054 1.1574 - .0069 1.1426 + .0047
Ring 4 1.2702 - .0062 1.2095 .0072 1.1609 .0079
Ring 5 1.3569 + .0054 1.2745 + .0062 1.1888 .0065
Ring 6 1.4549 .0081 1.3121 .0044 1.2388 .0067

Ring 7 1.5300 .0027 1.4001 - .0096 1.2796 + .0049
Moderator 1.7419 - .0067 1.6226 - .0070 1.4554 - .0068

Flux ratios for 3.5 per cent lattices are shown in Figures V-6 and V-7.

Voided Lattice, 7 per cent enrichment

Location B Lattice C Lattice D Lattice

Center Fuel Rod 1.0000 +.0048 1.0000 +.0050 1.0000 +.0045
Outer Fuel Rods 1.1521 .0061 1.1009 - .0050 1.0814 - .0070

Ring 1 1.0642 + .0036 1.1010 + .0043 1.1036 + .0044
Ring 2 1.0879 - .0096 1.0832 .0054 1.1176 .0044

Ring 3 1.2053 + .0060 1.1272 + .0049 1.1097 + .0044
Ring 4 1.3245 - .0071 1.2170 - .0056 1.1613 - .0061
Ring 5 1.4221 + .0057 1.2845 + .0063 1.2040 + .0057
Ring 6 1.5238 - .0058 1.3513 - .0037 1.2612 .0027

Ring 7 1.5858 - .0058 1.4469 + .0063 1.3410 - .0047
Moderator 2.1235 - .0069 1.9505 - .0080 1.8116 - .0074

Flooded Lattice, 7 per cent enrichment

Location B Lattice C Lattice D.Lattice

Center Fuel Rod 1.0000 +.0042 1.0000 +.0048 1.0000 +.0038
Outer Fuel Rods 1.1893 .0052 1.1490 .0048 1.1230 .0054
Ring 1 1.1119 + .0038 1.1316 + .0042 1.1900 + .0057
Ring 2 1.1509 .0069 1.1413 .0046 1.2364 .0052
Ring 3 1.2851 + .0075 1.2020 + .0052 1.2367 + .0031
Ring 4 1.4433 .0067 1.3163 .0065 1.2642 .0044
Ring 5 1.5813 + .0057 1.4259 + .0055 1.3294 + .0044
Ring 6 1.7255 .0044 1.5176 .0073 1.4126 .0048
Ring 7 1.9027 + .0062 1.6796 .0060 1.4897 + .0057
Moderator 2.2577 - .0073 2.0236 - .0069 1.7976 - .0075
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TABLE V - 4

Measured Values of Rho-28 in Seven and Six Rod Clusters

Center Rod Outer Rod

Voided Lattices, 3.5 per cent enrichment,
seven rod cluster

B Lattice 2.09 2.21
C Lattice 2.29 2.22
D Lattice 2.38 2.24

Flooded Lattices, 3.5 per cent enrichment,
seven rod cluster

B Lattice 1.65 1.61
C Lattice 1.69 1.65
D Lattice 1.74 1.68

Voided Lattices, 3.5 per cent enrichment,
six rod cluster

B Lattice 3.10

C Lattice 3.05
D Lattice 2.91

Flooded Lattices, 3.5 per cent enrichment,
six rod cluster

B Lattice 1.59
C Lattice 1.62
D Lattice 1.55

Analysis

The analysis of the low enriched superheater critical experiments is
presently under way as the results of measurements become available.
Some analysis of the seven rod, 3.5 per cent enriched has been done
utilizing the techniques of the Phase 1 parameter study. Indication
of the results and associated problems will be given here.

Calculation of p28 using Hellstrands 0-a effective = 5.25 + 26.6 (S/M)/,
with no cluster-to-cluster Dancoff-Ginsberg correction, and a rubber
band surface around the UO2 for the S/M term, has resulted in values
4 to 5 per cent lower, for voided lattices, and 1 per cent lower, for
floods lattices, than measured. The major problems associated with
the p analysis are as follows:

(1) The calucation of the appropriate surface for the S/M term, as a
function of fuel ring diameter.

(2) The effect of stainless steel process tubes and cladding.

(3) The cluster-to-cluster and pin-to-pin Dancoff-Ginsberg corrections.
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As more experimental data become available, the analysis will be aimed at
a correlation of the data with a formula for o'a effective.

The calculated values of f have been 2 to 4 per cent higher than the
measured values. The calculations to present have used a spatially
independent Wigner-Wilkins spectrum and ring homogenized fuel in the
outer ring for P-3 calculations. The problems being investigated in
this analysis are:

(1) The proper treatment of the noncylindrical moderator region.

(2) Spatial dependence of the spectrum.

(3) Proper handling of the outer fuel ring, by smearing into a thick
annulus or compression into a solid fuel annulus.

e. Pathfinder Startup Program - R. Klecker

The initial startup program for the Pathfinder Power Plant consists of a
series of tests designed to demonstrate the physics performance of the
reactor and the performance of the integrated plant operation. The major
tests will be summarized below, grouped generally according to the power
level at which they will be performed.

Initial Core Loading and Criticality

The initial core loading will be performed dry. Core structure, fuel
boxes, poison shims, and, lastly, fuel will be loaded into the dry
vessel. With an estimated 3 per cent in rods cocked, water will be
added to the core by means of the seal water injection pumps (max. 60 gpm)
for a maximum reactivity addition rate of two cents per second. The
superheater steam passages will be voided (most reactive configuration)
for the initial water fill. It is expected that the core will be sub-
critical by 4 per cent at full water height. However, if criticality is
predicted during fill, shutdown and partial fuel removal will be
initiated.

After water fill, the large Sb-Be source is installed and normal reactor
instrumentation is used to monitor the initial critical test. Criticality
will be attained by withdrawal of control rods. With the attainment of
initial criticality, a rod drop measurement of shutdown margin will be
performed.

Tests at 10 KW (Thermal) or Less

In this test series the reference core will be established. This will be
done by withdrawal of poison shim strips until the reactor is just sub-
critical with the most reactive control rod withdrawn. If necessary,
3.2 per cent spike elements are available if the reference 2.2 per cent
is less reactive than anticipated. Additional Phase 1 tests will be:

(1) Cold core flooding coefficient by calibrated rod techniques.
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(2) Calibration of nuclear instrumentation by foil irradiation.

(3) Reference core temperature coefficient.

(4) Control rod system calibration by addition of dissolved boron
poison.

(5) Cold core pressurization coefficient of reactivity.

Tests at 5 MW (Thermal) or Less

These tests will utilize reactor power to establish coefficients, power
distribution, and dynamic effects as follows:

(1) Hot core flooding coefficient by calibrated rod techniques.

(2) Power coefficient to 5 MWt.

(3) Neutron flux map by exposure of wires in various parts of the core
to determine superheater-boiler power sharing, hot spots, and
instrument calibration and to correlate flux with reactor temperatures
and superheater ion chamber readings.

(4) Fluid dynamic reactivity effects associated with changes in feedwater
temperature, feedwater flow, recirculation flow, reactor pressure,
reactor temperature, and steam flow will be determined.

(5) Transfer function measurements, from 0.01 cy/sec to 12 cy/sec will
be made after calibration of the oscillator rods.

(6) Evaluation of process systems performance throughout plant will
be performed. This will include the following: Flash tank moisture
and solids carryover; Flow capacities of purification system under
varied conditions; Plant leakage evaluation; Emergency condenser
performance tests; Determination of recirculation flow versus
butterfly valve settings for varied conditions; Pump power versus
recirculation flow; and Evaluation of performance of reactor pressure
system control.

(7) Chemical and radiochemical tests of reactor water purity.

(8) Determination of capacity of waste disposal system, quantity of
wastes being accumulated, and the associated radioactivity.

(9) Determination of quantities and activities being processed by the
off-gas system.
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Full Power or Less

Many of the tests associated with the plant systems that were described
under "Tests at 10 KW (Thermal) or Less" will be repeated at various
power levels and/or at full power. In addition, the following major
tests will be performed:

(1) Reactor and plant response to scram and rod runback.

(2) Fluid dynamic reactivity effects and transfer function measurement.

(3) Plant radiation surveys.

(4) Reactor flux maps.

(5) Ion chamber noise analysis.

(6) Xenon reactivity effects.

(7) Investigation of moisture entrainment by withdrawal of steam samples
from the steam dome, both before and after the steam dryer.

(8) Correlation of the location of the two phase interface in the
reactor vessel with the reading shown by the water level indicator
and the sight gage.
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3. ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY

a. BORAX-V Cold Critical Operations and Exponential Experiments - J. Hagen

BORAX-V Critical Operation

The BORAX-V core is designed to consist of 60 assemblies (approximately
4 inches x 4 inches in size) in a cylindrical pattern. There are five
cross-shaped control rods with a blade width of 14 inches and four "T"-
shaped peripheral rods of equivalent size. These are stainless steel
clad Boral. The fuel consists of 4.95 per cent enriched uranium oxide
ceramic pellets encased in a 3/8 inch OD stainless steel tube. There
are 49 such fuel rods per an assembly with a lattice spacing of 1/2 inch.
The active region of the core is 24 inches long. The design permits the
use of other types of materials to replace fuel rods for power shaping
and reactivity control.

Argonne National Laboratory received approval from the AEC, Chicago
Operations Office, on January 24, 1962, for proceeding with the cold
critical work on an all-boiler BORAX-V core. Fuel loading was initiated
on January 31 and the minimum critical core was reached on February 9,
1962.

Slides were shown at the meeting of the boiler core arrangement with 14
fuel assemblies which comprised the minimum critical. The central rod
was at 23.9 inches with all other rods out and the critical bank height
for the central and four intermediate rods was 23.66 inches.

Following the critical configuration of 14 assemblies, the inner square
of 16 assemblies was completed. This had a 5-rod critical bank position
of 17.5 inches. The source was always removed when checking criticality.

Since control rod calculations have predicted a possibility of excessive
worth, particularly with the central rod, further loadings were carried
out with inverse count-rate versus number of assemblies plots made so
as to check this possibility. The loading of boron-stainless steel rods
was started with the seventeenth assembly and successive additions were
made as loading progressed. The boron rod locations within an assembly
were chosen on the basis of flux plot information from an exponential
experiment concurrently carried out with the aid of TREAT and also
placed in such a manner as to depress the control rod worth.

The principal difficulty encountered was the rapid count-rate increase
as the space between source and core was filled with fuel (the source
having now been moved to its design position). While this gap was
being closed, the safety of adding each assembly was assured by
association with changes in control rod worth.

Experimental work planned on the 60-assembly core, prior to power
operation, will include flux wire irradiations with and without boric
acid, control rod calibrations, a temperature coefficient determination,
and possibly an attempt to measure the zero-power transfer function.
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BORAX-V Exponential Experiment in TREAT

Concurrent with the BORAX-V critical program, work is being done on a
subcritical assembly of BORAX fuel mounted in the thermal column of the
TREAT facility. Originally, this work was scheduled to be done with
the Argonne Fast Source Reactor (AFSR). Owing to a suspected fuel
cladding failure in AFSR, the apparatus was redesigned for use in
TREAT.

The TREAT assembly consists of a cylinder arranged with 349 BORAX-V
fuel rods. The actual assembly boxes are mocked up in an attempt to
represent the actual BORAX composition as nearly as possible. The
entire assembly is surrounded with cadmium sheet metal and is operated
in an aluminum tank filled with water. The entire tank may be easily
moved in or out of the operating position by means of a specially
constructed track arrangement. The calculated keff of the assembly is
0.78 and this seems to be in agreement with the value that might be
associated with the axial exponential flux shape.

The purpose of the experiment is to obtain data on fine flux structure,
effects of water rods and boron-stainless steel rods, and to examine
the cadmium ratio method of void measurement. Voids are being represented
with closed polyethylene tubes. Beta counting of 3.4 per cent uranium
(enriched) in zirconium wire segments is the means of acquiring flux
information. The data available were presented on slides at the meeting.
Figure 1 shows a plot of the effect of voids on Cd ratio.

b. Inspection of BORAX-V Superheater Fuel Plates and Method of Fuel Element
Assembly - C. Bean

All superheater fuel for BORAX-V is in the form of relatively thin
plates. These plates consist of a dispersion of high fired fully enriched
UO powder in a matrix of Type 304L stainless steel roll clad with Type
304L stainless steel. Four of these plates are combined to make a
single fuel element. The two regions of the superheater core, central
and peripheral, require different amounts of UO2 in each element. Of
the four plates in each element, the amount of oxide in each of the two
center plates is approximately twice that in each of the two outside
plates. Consequently, four different plate compositions are required.
The required total of enriched plates, 190 each of the central type, and
230 each of the peripheral type, have been fabricated by Atomics
International. Additional depleted plates of each type were fabricated
for evaluation of the fabrication process and for use in assembly
development work at ANL.

The final inspection of all enriched production plates was performed at
Argonne. This included routine dimensional inspections and less-routine
nondestructive inspections for bond integrity, radioactive surface
contamination, total U-235 content per plate, and homogeneity of U-235
distribution in the plate core.
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Destructive testing was also performed on 2 per cent of the production
plates. Metallographic examinations indicated satisfactory discrete
dispersions of oxide particles, satisfactory particle size, and
satisfactory freedom from oxide stringering. Chemical analysis for oxide
homogeneity demonstrated that distributions within 5 per cent of the

amount of oxide present were met.

Dimensional measurements for edge and end cladding on each plate were
obtained from radiographs. The end clad measurement was accurate to
within 1/64 inch, and the side clad, measured with an optical comparator,
was accurate to within .005 inch.

A holding fixture with dial indicator gages was used to measure run-out
or squareness to within 0.0005 inch along the ends and sides. This
equipment was also used to check length and width. After inspecting for
thickness the plates were weighted along the edges on a surface plate and
the plate surface checked for flatness, again with a dial indicator gage
to within 0.0005 inch.

Plate end coupons, 1/4 inch x 1 inch, representing a random 10 per cent
sample of the plates produced, were sensitized at 6750C and subjected to
a standard Strauss test. No evidence of carbide precipitation was noted
in any of the specimens tested.

Ultrasonic through transmission testing was used to measure clad-to-clad
and core-to-clad bond integrity. Fuel plates were immersed in a tank of
distilled water and scanned with a pulsed ultrasonic wave generated by a
transmitting piezoelectric crystal located on one side of the plate. The
portion of the ultrasonic energy transmitted through the plate is
detected by a second or receiving crystal. The electrical energy generated
in the receiving transducer is amplified and fed into a recorder.
Synchronizing the motions of the scanner-recorder, a two dimensional plot
is made of the transmitted signal. Failure to transmit, or scattering of
the signal because of voids, porosity, or nonbond, results in a white
area on the trace. Discontinuities as small as 1/16 inch in diameter
can be detected.

Plate surfaces were inspected for radioactive contamination with a zinc
sulfide probe in association with a scintillation spectrometer to measure
the alpha energy emission. Both sides of each plate were scanned with
the probe and the number of counts above background determined. The
minimum contamination detectable with a 99 per cent confidence level is

3-6 micrograms of fully enriched uranium on any given plate surface.

The total U-235 measurement was obtained by counting using a sodium
iodide probe in association with a scintillation spectrometer to measure
gamma energy emission. By scanning plates in their entirety and comparing
the counts obtained with those obtained from known standards, the U-235
content of each plate is determined to within 1.5 per cent of the
actual content at the 95 per cent confidence level. Similar equipment
was used to measure the distribution of U-235 within each plate.
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In this case, however, a collimator was used to enable the sodium iodide
probe to receive gmma energy from only a one-square-inch area at a time.
Four one-square-inch areas were probed on each plate. By comparing
percentage deviations of the samples from their mean, the oxide dispersion
was determined. A counting error of 1.0 per cent or less is inherent
in the equipment.

A superheat fuel element consists of a brazed assembly of four plates,
each separated by two 1/16 inch square stainless steel spacer wires on
1-1/2 inch centers and supported at the edges by stainless steel comb-
type side strips. Two 1/32 inch diameter stainless steel spacer wires on
1-1/2 inch centers are also brazed onto the two outer plate surfaces.

To insure accurate alignment during assembly, the spacer wires are first
tacked to the plates at 3 inch intervals with a condenser discharge type
weld.

The plates with wires attached are then assembled into the grooves in the
side strips which had been placed in a heavy stainless steel holder.
Alumina wafers inserted in the holder prevent contact and diffusion
bonding between the holder and the fuel plate. As each plate was positioned,
Coast Metals 60 brazing alloy, (nominal composition 10-Si, 20-Cr, 3-Fe,
Balance Ni), was applied. A polystyrene-benzene cement was used as
carrier for the alloy in order to avoid chloride contamination from the
more commonly used chlorinated hydrocarbon cements.

The plate holder was then sandwiched between two one-inch thick
Hastelloy-C plates. Hastelloy-C has adequate strength to support the
stainless steel holder and prevent distortion of the element at the brazing
temperature. The Hastelloy-C support plates were flame sprayed with an
alumina coating to prevent diffusion bonding.

The entire fixture was then inserted in a 0.050 inch thick stainless steel
evacuation can. A cover plate with attached evacuation tube and sealed
thermocouple well was welded to the can. The sealed evacuation can was
then checked for leaks with a mass spectrometer helium leak detector.

Six elements were brazed simultaneously by heating to 21500F, (11750C),
in two air atmosphere silicon carbide resistance tpe furnaces.
Evacuating the steel cans to a pressure of 1 x 10 torr or less caused
the thin-walled can to collapse onto the Hastelloy-C and stainless steel
holder. In this way a uniform constant pressure of one atmosphere was
maintained on the components throughout the brazing cycle. Permanent
records were maintained of the brazing temperature throughout the brazing
cycle for all elements.

After a two hour soak at the brazing temperature sufficient silicon
diffuses out of the joint interface to produce a strong ductile single-
phase bond. Following the soak period, the elements were furnace cooled.
A complete brazing cycle required 36 hours. The fuel elements were then
removed from the evacuation cans and stored until needed for completion
of fuel assemblies.
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c. Corrosion of Zirconium Alloys and Stainless Steels in Superheated Steam
at 1000 and 12000F (600 psi) - S. Greenberg

Corrosion studies (weight change data being the chief criteria of
corrosion behavior) under the stated conditions of interest are performed
in refreshed 18-8 stainless steel (347 body - 304 plug) autoclaves. The
continuous influx of fresh steam, generated from high purity water, serves
to remove corrosion product hydrogen, but it is not believed that
significant velocity effects are introduced. Steam velocities are 4.5
in/min and 5.2 in/min at 1000F and 1200 F respectively. A facility
specifically designed to determine the effects of velocity (up to at
least 200 ft/sec) is being assembled.

Stainless steel is at present the material specified as fuel cladding in
nuclear reactors designed to produce superheated steam. Zirconium is a
potentially attractive alternate because of its much lower neutron
absorption cross section, which could in many cases more than compensate
for the higher cost. However, presently-available commercial alloys
possess no useful corrosion resistance at conditions of interest.

Zirconium alloys containing small amounts of copper, iron, and nickel
(e.g., Zr-3 Ni-0.5 Fe and Zr-1 Cu-1 Fe) are much more corrosion resistant
in low oxygen steam (generated from water containing 0.5 to 1.0 ppm oxygen)
at 1000 F and 12000F than are the commercially-available alloys. Corrosion
rates of the best alloys produced to date are probably adequate at 1000F
(1 to 2 mils/year). At 1200 F the best alloys have corrosion rates of
about 9 mils/year. There are indications that minor impurities have small
but measurable effects on the corrosion rate of zirconium alloys.

Embrittlement caused by absorption of corrosion product hydrogen is a
potential problem. The effect of nickel in increasing absorption of
hydrogen is well known and has been observed in ANL's work. In addition
to composition, it appears that heat treatment and corrosion temperature
are also important variables. For example, the Zr-1.1 Cu-12 Fe alloy
(hot rolled, quenched, and aged) absorbed 44 per cent of the corrosion
product hydrogen after 108 days at 1000 F and less than 5.5 per cent
after 88 days at 12000F. The Zr-0.5 C-1.0 Fe iron alloy absorbed
63 per cent of corrosion product hydrogen after 108 days at 1000F in
the hot rolled, cold rolled, quenched, and aged condition. This figure
was reduced to 25 per cent when the alloy was tested as hot rolled,
cold rolled, quenched, and cold rolled. (Hot rolling and quenching
temperatures are 16520F. Aging is at 12920F for one hour.)

Stainless steels 304, 304L (in the form of fuel plate assemblies), 316,
347, 309, 310, and 406 have been exposed in low oxygen steam at 1000 F
and 12000F and in steam generated from water containing about 30 ppm
oxygen at 12000F. (Only Types 304, 347, and 406 have been tested under
all conditions.) These materials have been exposed in conjunction with
the zirconium alloy development program and in no way consitute a
corrosion research program. We are essentially reporting a series of
observations.



At 1000 F the three materials tested were essentially covered with thin
tarnish films and had low weight gains. After 479 days, Types 304 and 347
stainless steel had gained 21 and 17 mg/dm2 respectively. Type 406
stainless steel was tested as Ohmaloy and 1-JR. After 53 days these
materials had gained 200 and 150 mg/dm2 respectively. It appears that the
corrosion rate is very high during initial exposure. Extrapolating.the
rate during the last 20-day exposure would lead to total weight gains of
1015 mg/dm (Ohmaloy) and 555 mg/dm (1-JR) after 479 days. At 1000 F and
low oxygen the 18-8 materials are clearly superior.

At 12000F and low oxygen conditions, Type 406 is superior to 18-8 materials.
After 93 days the 1-JR material hal a weight gain of about 15 mg/dm , and
the Ohmalgy gained about 150 mg/dm . The latter material had gained about
140 mg/dm after about 16 days indicating a rapidly decreasing corrosion
rate. Both Type 406 materials had an adherent temper film. Type 347 had
gained about 150 mg/dm after 93 days and was spalling to a slight degree.
Types 304 and 316 showed considerable spalling after 34 days. Th former
had gained 312 mg/dm after 16 days and the latter about 75 mg/dm . In at
least one case a Type 304 sample exhibited a corroded (combination of
adherent and loose oxide) zone five to six mils thick after 93 days.

At 12000F and under oxygenated conditions, Type 406 also appears to be
the best of the material tested. After 61 days, 1-JR and Ohmaloy had
gained 8.6 and 146 mg/dm respectively. As in the preceding case most of
the weight gain for Ohmaloy occurred in the early stage of exposure (134
mg/dm2 after three days). The preceding discussion of Type 406 has
referred to sheet samples. Tubing (seamless and welded) fabricated from
1-JR has been tested for 55 days. Weight gains are considerably higher,
38 and 139 mg/dm2 respectively. The greater part of this corrosion had
occurred after six days exposure. As in the case of the sheet samples,
the tubes are covered with an adherent temper film.

The 18-8 materials corrode very rapidly in oxygenated steam at 1200F, at
least in the early stages. Surface treatment appears to be an important
variable.2 Some examples follow. Type 304 (wet ground - WG) had lost 2
732 mg/dm after 61 days while a pickled (P) sample had lost 334 mg/dm
after 66 days under the same conditions. A section of Type 304L clad
fuel plate has gained 69 mg/dm after 55 days. This sample had previously
been exposed to water at about 3000C.

Types 309 and 310 appear to be intermediate between the 18-8 materials
and the Type 406. After 49 days in oxygenated steam at 12000F Type 309
has gained 42 mg/dm2 (WG) and 26 mg/dm (P). The corresponding figures
for Type 310 are 36 and 104. There was no evidence of gross spalling.

From the above test results the corrosion rate appears to be decreasing
with time. There is evidence for this in the decreasing amount of oxide
found in the autoclave and also in the fact that exit oxygen concen-
trations increase with time and are approaching inlet oxygen concentration.

*
Compositions are: Ohmaloy - 4.15 Al; 0.12 C; 13.15 Cr; 0.35 Mn; 0.24 Ni;

0.018 P; 0.014 S; 0.36 Si.
1-JR - 3.70 Al; 0.07 C; 13.50 Cr; 0.40 Mn; 0.03 Mn;

0.12 Ni; 0.014 P; 0.012 S; 0.45 Si ; 0.32 Ti.
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For reasons not understood with certainty the test autoclave has not

exhibited the spalling behavior characteristic of many of the samples.
There are indications that stable films are formed after extended
exposure.

d. In-Core Instrumentation and H^0 Recombiner Development - R. Cushman

Fuel Rod Thermocouples (Work done by E. Brooks)

High temperature calibration work on the eight sample thermocouples
reported at the last meeting has now been completed. Testing was divided
into two groups of four thermocouples each, with the first group being
used to establish an upper limit of temperature for which the design
could be used. The second group was used mainly to obtain additional
points for the calibration curve. Both groups have been examined by
the ANL Metallurgy Division for evidences of physical and chemical
differences which could account for the difference in calibration curves
obtained in the tests.

Maximum temperature obtained for the first group was 42700F, at which
point -extensive visible reaction between the BeO insulation and tantalum
sheath caused the furnace to be shut down. The maximum temperature
tested for the second group of thermocouples was limited to 3900 F to
allow data to be obtained on heating and cooling without damage. Slides
which illustrate the comparative effects of operation at the two upper
temperature limits were shown at the meeting.

Both groups of thermocouples indicated evidence of junction damage due to
cracking of the tip closure weld in two samples. A seal-welded swaged
junction developed by Los Alamos is now being investigated for possible
use on thermocouples to be installed in fuel rods.

Testing has indicated very low reaction rates between BeO and Tungsten
or W/W-26 per cent Re. With increasing availability of tungsten-rhenium
alloys, the thought is toward use of this material for a sheath, both
because of its better resistance to attack by BeO at elevated temperatures,
and because of its better ductility (over W or tantalum) after repeated
high temperature cycling.

Further work is being expended in trying to raise the upper limit of
temperature measurement with small diameter thermocouples. The change in
sheath material is one step, and another is in the possible application
of ultra high purity Th02 as the insulating material. Some reported
data on sintered high purity Th0 indicates its resistivity to be about

equal to that of BeO at temperatures in the 4000F range. (Th02 is much
less reactive than BeO at elevated temperatures.)

Invitations to vendors are now being prepared for the purchase of W/W-26
per cent Re sheathed thermocouples, and a literature search and
correspondence program is simultaneously under way in an attempt to
combine the two desired improvements in the thermocouple design.
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In-Core Fission Detectors (Work done by E. Brooks)

Specifications have been written for two types of miniature fission
detectors for in-core use. One type is the familiar ionization chamber,
while the other is a gamma-compensated fission-heated device. Both
types will contain a cadmium-sheathed section (or separate detector) in
order to make cadmium ratio measurements.

Based on data reported in Nuclear Science and Engineering, a minimum
thickness of 0.030 inch cadmium is being specified for thermal neutron
"blackness," and the cadmium is to be totally encapsulated to prevent
losses at elevated temperatures.

The fission-heated device will probably be built to serve for both
fission rate and cadmium ratio measurements, while the chamber design
will probably require two separate assemblies to make the measurements
due to the more stringent cable problems.

To date, interest has been expressed by General Electric Company,
Westinghouse, Reuter-Stokes, Battelle Memorial Institute, and Denver
Research Institute in supplying the in-core detectors.

H,-0, Recombiner (Work done by C. Miles)

Corrosion experiments conducted by Argonne National Laboratory with
Type 304 stainless steel samples in oxygenated superheated steam indicated
that corrosion of the BORAX-V superheater fuel plates could be a serious
problem. The presence of oxygen due to the radiolytic decomposition of
water in the boiling region made reactor-produced steam m re corrosive
than that studied in fossil fuel fired power plant tests.

A literature search was made to determine the feasibility of using a
catalytic recombiner to convert the oxygen-hydrogen mixture to water
prior to superheating the steam. Three types of catalyst appeared
feasible--platinized alumina pellets, platinized ribbon, and platinized
demister material. The latter alternative was selected for further tests
since a steam separator using Yorkmesh demister material had already been
designed for BORAX-V.

An out-of-pile loop is currently being fabricated to test the performance
of various catalytic materials prior to use in BORAX-V. In the loop
steam will be produced by electric heaters, and Knallgas (a stoichiometric
mixture of hydrogen and oxygen) will be introduced into the boiling water.

*
Hoke, J. H. and Eberle, F., Experimental Superheater for Steam at 2000
psig, 1250F - Report After 14,281 Hoursof'Operation, Transactions of
the ASME, pages 307-317 (February 1957)
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Samples of the steam will be taken before and after it passes through
the platinized demister. The disengagement velocity for the steam is
the same as for BORAX-V operating at 20 MW. It will be possible to
vary the distance between the steam-water interface and the demister
and to determine the effect of this distance in the entrainment of
water in the steam. Inconel and Nichrome demister samples have been
procured and will be platinized before insertion into the demister
holder.
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4. GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

a. Heat Transfer to Superheated Steam - R. Pennington

Introduction

Work was initiated in the field of heat transfer to superheated steam due
to the lack of data in the high Reynolds number range, of about 50,000
to 1,000,000, anticipated in nuclear superheat reactors. Data were
obtained by McAdams in 1949, ASME paper 49-A-32, up to 40,000 Reynolds
number and recently by Heineman, ANL-6213, September 1960, which covers
the range of 40,000 to 350,000 Reynolds number. Their test sections had
L/D ratios in the range of 8 to 80.

The objective in this task has been to obtain heat transfer data in the
higher Reynolds number range of 250,000 to 1,000,000 in test sections
with L/D ratios up to 650. These would be typical possibilities for
nuclear superheater fuel elements.

Test Section

Tests, during the last quarter of 1961, were conducted with steam flowing
inside a 0.370 inch ID x 0.065 inch wall stainless tube 10 feet long.
The tube was heated electrically with A.C., and three thermocouples at
each of the 0, 2, 4, 7, and 10 foot levels from the entrance were mounted
on the outer surface.

Two test sections were assembled and tested, one with sheathed thermocouples
rigidly clamped to the rod surface and a second with spring-loaded clamps
holding the couples against the surface. The spring-loaded clamps were
an improvement; however, in both cases there was considerable warping of
the couples causing them to lose contact with the surface and give
erroneous readings. Twenty runs were made.

The thermocouple leads emerging from the test section are exposed to
varying magnetic fields around-the test section. Reactions in the Bristol
readout instrument indicated that the 100 cycle frequency of the choppers,
used to remove induced A.C. voltage pickup on the thermocouple leads,
must be increased to avoid oscillation and chatter.

In addition to obtaining heat transfer data, the superheater circuit
contains a "fretting corrosion" vessel in which prototype nuclear fuel
bundles are exposed to varying superheated steam conditions.

A total of 178 hours have been logged on an E-SADE prototype bundle with
steam conditions as follows.

Temperature 600 - 9020F

Pressure 775 - 1207 psi

Steam Flow 0 - 1242 lb /hr.
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Heat Transfer Results

Preliminary reduction of seven of the runs made thus far indicate about
a 30 per cent scatter in the data. This has been attributed to the
100 cycle chopping which is now believed to be too slow and allows some
induced A.C. error to show up in the final temperature measurement.

Figure 1 shows a plot of the data. In the data reduction the steam
properties were evaluated at the arithmetic mean of the wall and steam
temperature. The steam temperatures along the tube were determined by
an enthalpy balance from the exit steam temperature and power measure-
ments to the five positions along the rod.

The mean line for Heineman's data up to 340,000 Reynolds number is
referenced on Figure 1. In Mr. Heineman's experiments the tube ID was
0.333 inch but had a much shorter L/D, 36 compared to 320 used in the
General Electric tests.

Efforts are presently directed to refine the temperature measurements
to reduce scatter such that a reliable correlation may be made.

b. Mechanical Development - R. Pennington

Introduction

The objective is to develop a seal for superheat fuel elements to keep
the moderator water from leaking into the saturated steam and/or the
saturated steam from leaking into the superheated steam. The seal should
be compact, readily disassembled to facilitate refueling, and should have
practically zero leakage of saturated water into superheated steam.

The seal being developed to meet these objectives is temperature actuated
and uses the expansion radially of melting solder. The seal body is a
heavy ring which slips over the joint. A cavity is cut in the seal body
and covered with a thin metallic membrane which is welded in place. The
resulting chamber is completely filled with a low melting alloy which
expands as it melts, forcing the membrane against a sealing surface.

Development Completed

Prior to September 1961, this seal was conceived, the expansion of solder
measured, and techniques were developed for making the seal without
trapping any gases in the solder cavity.

The work since September has had two specific objectives. The first was
to build and test a seal at pressure and temperature to measure actual
leakage rates. The second objective was to obtain preliminary information
on the corrosion of the solder on the thin stainless steel membrane.

The preliminary leak tests indicate that it is possible to make a seal
that has essentially zero leakage of water to saturated steam with a
pressure across the seal as high as 80 psi. Satisfactory leak rates for
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saturated steam to superheated steam were also obtained. Information

from the tests has been used to redesign the seal and test rig for further
work.

Stress corrosion samples of 302 stainless steel were exposed at 8000F to
8400F at stress levels of 10,000 and 15,000 psi for 1,200 hours. None of
the specimens failed and metallographic. inspection showed no evidence of
intergranular corrosion. A general dilution band up to 3 mils deep was
found on all specimens.

The results to date indicate that the seal has considerable promise but
that much work remains to be done before the seal can be used in a
reactor.

c. Steam Separation - R. Pennington

Introduction

Steam separator work since September 1, 1961, has been confined to
development of the radial vane separator. A new full circle model of
this separator concept has been tested on air-water mixtures and results
have continued to be satisfactory.

Development Completed

The new full circle radial vane model was designed with 36 vanes of four-
inch radius. The vanes are mounted radially on a ten-inch diameter plenum
to form 18 active vane pairs alternated with 18 inactive vane pairs. Inlet
nozzles for the active vanes are 1/4 inch wide by 18 inches high and these
nozzles can be reduced in height or even closed off by appropriate plugs.
The restriction to 18 nozzles and the ability to reduce nozzle height are
required to obtain design fluid velocities within flow capacities of the
air-water and steam-water test loops.

The separator model is equipped with three different diameter shrouds
which simulate the pressure vessel wall of a reactor application. These
shrouds allow an annular flow gap of 1-1/2, 2, or 3 inches.

Air-water tests were conducted on the model to determine the effect of
annular gap on:

(1) Carryunder of air in the separated water,

(2) Pile-up of water and subsequent splashing (carryover) over the top
of the vanes, and

(3) Vortex formation on the shroud wall and flow pattern between the
vanes.

Tests conducted showed that the annular gap width had little or no effect
on carryunder. The 2-and 3-inch gaps had no effect on splashing above
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the vanes within the available flow rate, but the 1-1/2-inch gap caused
back flow and splashing. The vortex and flow patterns were satisfactory
with the 2- and 3-inch widths.

Since there was no performance difference between the 2- and 3-inch gaps,
the 2-inch gap was chosen as most acceptable. The 2-inch annulus when
scaled up to full reactor size would mean a considerable saving in reactor
vessel volume devoted to steam separation.

With the 2-inch downcomer gap, the separator operated satisfactorily at
760,000 lb/hr water flow with 2,170 lb/hr air. At this mixture flow rate,
there was no water overflow at the top of the vanes and the void fraction
carryunder did not exceed 0.02 per cent (equivalent to approximately
0.10 per cent steam by weight at 1000 psig). These results agree with
and confirm previous air-water tests of 4-inch radius vanes.

In addition to the experimental work some mathematical analyses of the
radial vane separator have been completed. The conclusions drawn from
these analyses are:

(1) Spread on the vane due to centrifugal force is not severe and amounts
to about four inches above and below the nozzle for a 4-inch vane
with an 18-inch high by 1/4-inch wide nozzle. Nozzle velocity does
not affect the spread due to centrifugal force.

(2) Further experimental work on drag coefficients and bubble sizes is
necessary to prove or disprove the equations derived for bubble
separation. The conclusions from the analysis are now strongly
dependent on many assumptions.

(3) The analysis tends to indicate that complete separation on the vane
was to be expected in the range of air-water tests conducted. Lack
of knowledge of drag coefficients in 5450F water makes a similar
calculation difficult for the steam-water tests. The analysis also
strongly suggests separation on the vane is not likely to be a
major limitation or.problem for the radial separator.

d. E-SADE Irradiation Program - R. Pennington

The E-SADE program was initiated late in 1960 to determine how to increase
the number of superheat fuel elements which could be tested at a given
time in VBWR. By removing four VBWR fuel elements a test section
approximately 6.1 inches square has been provided. Presently designed
equipment provides for irradiation of nine elements. Progress on
this program is summarized as follows.

Physics studies were completed to select the optimum accessible location
in the core for the fuel assembly.

Design of the test loop is finished and installation is 60 per cent
completed.
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Design of the instrumentation, control, and logic systems has been
completed, and fabrication and assembly of equipment is 90 per cent
complete. Equipment to be transferred from the SADE loop is the
main remaining work.

Design of in-core equipment and two refueling flange spool pieces is
complete,and fabrication of the in-core equipment for the first
installation is 95 per cent complete. The pressure coded spool pieces
are complete and code approved.

Design of two fuel bundle assemblies is complete, including a revision to
the original design to provide a duplex seal on the inlet flange.

(1) ESH-1 provides for nine, two-pass annular fuel elements consisting
of Inconel and Incoloy cladding. Fabrication is complete, except
for the fuel assemblies.

(2) ESH-2 provides for nine, single-pass rod or annular fuel elements.
The cladding materials have not yet been specified.

The safeguards document has been prepared and approval for operation of
the loop received from the AEC.

The instruction manual for the loop has been written and is in a final
draft form.

A detailed physics review of ESH-1 has been completed and orificing
requirements are now being investigated. Tests to establish flow
coefficients are in progress.

The current schedule is to begin irradiating the ESH-1 fuel loading on

June 3, 1962.

e. SADE Coolant Chemistry Experience - F. Brutschy

Trace amounts of chloride were found in the crud scraped from the surfaces
of the sound element SH-4 as well as the failed elements SH-4C and SH-5A
indicating that material from the reactor water could and did deposit
on the superheat fuel cladding. Although the quantities of chloride
detected were in the microgram range, the small weights of the crud
samples made the concentrations of chloride in the deposits appear to be
thousands of ppm. In all cases the amounts of chloride detected were

less than that estimated to have passed through the SADE experiments
based upon measurements of the reactor water concentrations and the
separation factors. While in the early experiments with SH-4 and SH-4C
leakage through the flange may have contributed to the solids deposited
on the fuel, thea results from SH-5A, where the flange was welded shut to
prevent leakage, were essentially the same. Trace amounts of copper were
also found in the deposits on SH-5A. Calculations show that some materials
will always be carried over from the boiling section to the superheater
region. Therefore, it appears that superheater materials must have a
tolerance for these impurities that will be carried with the steam.
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Fission product release from SH-4C was about 45 uc/sec of noble gases

and 0.5 uc/sec of 1-133 and, hence, was considerably less than that
observed from SH-4B, although the defect in SH-4C was larger. The U02
in the area of the defect in SH-4B, however, had been oxidized. These
results agree with other studies that have shown that the size of the
defect is only one of several parameters controlling the release of
fission products. Element SH-5A did not release significant amounts
of fission products during irradiation. The analysis of iodine isotopes
deposited on coupons exposed to the superheated steam in run 4C disclosed
that while iodine was the major contaminant its deposition was reversible
and that iodine is readily retransported. Similar analyses of the activated
corrosion products on coupons have not been made.

f. Out-of-Pile Superheater Cladding Corrosion Evaluation - G. Gaul

A fuel jacket failure that occurred in May 1961, in the Type 304 stain-
less steel clad fuel element exposed in the VBWR superheated steam loop
(SADE) was attributed to chloride stress corrosion cracking. In order to
better understand the failure, a test program was carried out to try to
reproduce the rapid stress corrosion attack in the simulated superheat
reactor environment of the CL-1 superheat facility.

The methods of corrosion testing under heat transfer conditions reported
previously (GEAP-3779) were modified:

(1) To apply a longitudinal stress on the test sheaths to produce a
0.1 per cent elongation in 1000 hours;

(2) To increase the chloride content of the moisture carryover with the
steam by increasing the chloride in the recirculating water to
1.5 ppm;

(3) To expose the solids deposits to various metal temperatures.

After 1000 hours of exposure, no significant attack was noted on the
test sheaths.

The test procedures were further altered to simulate the significant
amount of SADE fuel element exposure to saturated steam at varying
temperatures with little to no superheat being generated. A 776-hour
total exposure was carried out with the test conditions cycled several
times in the following sequence.

(1) Inlet - 5460F saturated steam; Outlet - 10500F superheated steam

(2) Inlet - 350 F saturated steam; Outlet - 360F superheated steam

(3) Inlet - 5460F saturated steam; Outlet - 550 F superheated steam

The entrance heater (calculated metal temperature during normal operation
800-9000F) was covered with numerous fine cracks that did not penetrate
completely through the 0.030-inch sheath. The cracks were predominantly
transgranular.
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Discontinuities were located by ultrasonic techniques in the middle
(metal temperature 1000 F) and exit (metal temperature --- 12000F)
sheaths. The discontinuities were confirmed as intergranular penetrations
of 0.006-to 0.010-inch depth respectively by metallography. Both types
of attack had been found on the SADE fuel element cladding failure.

Chloride salts of chromium, copper, iron, and nickel have been found by
X-ray diffraction in the deposit taken from the test sheaths. Some
laboratory tests with unsensitized and sensitized Type 304 stainless
indicated that water solutions of copper or iron chloride salts chemically
attacked the sensitized material intergranularly independent of stress.

The test results indicated that chemical and chloride stress corrosion
attack can act either singularly or in combination to produce the type
failures experienced in the SADE and CL-1 tests.

The presence of stress had little apparent effect on the uniform corrosion
rate of the test sheaths, except when the stresses were high enough to
cause creep. The creep resulted in scale spalling with some accelerated
corrosion in the areas of scale cracking.

g. Literature Survey, Alloy Behavior in Superheat Environment - C. Spalaris

A literature survey was conducted to investigate available information of
alloy behavior in high temperature steam environments. A critical
analysis was made using the information collected as it may be applied
to material selection for nuclear superheat plants. The results were
compiled in GEAP-3875, "Materials for Nuclear Superheat Applications -
A Literature Survey," by C. N. Spalaris, F. A. Comprelli, D. L. Douglass,
and M. B. Reynolds.

There is little prior experience, both industrial and experimental, upon
which to base selection of materials for designing and/or fabricating
components for use in nuclear superheat environments. A single alloy
that will perform satisfactorily under all conditions in a nuclear
superheat environment has not been located. Instead, it is believed that
a judicious combination of materials selection and proper design, with
minimum inherent stresses, is required to minimize or eliminate the
problems anticipated.

Based on information obtained as a result of the literature survey,
most promising metallic alloys which can be considered for investigation
as likely candidates for nuclear superheat applications are: Incoloy,
Inconel, modified 300 austenitic series such as 310, 304L types but
with low nitrogen and carbon, Hastelloy-X, AISI-406, and RA-330. In
addition, it is considered advisable to conduct preliminary screening
tests, under superheat conditions, on the following alloys to study their
feasibility for nuclear superheat applications: Hastelloy-N, Ni-0-Nel
(modified), IN-102, R-20, Discaloy, and 17-14 CuMo. The use of one or
more of the above candidates in critical components should be preceded by
a development program where these materials are tested in laboratory and
in-reactor experiments.
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On the basis of these findings, corrosion, design, and process
development work was initiated to fabricate fuel elements with cladding
other than 300 series austenitic alloys. These fuel elements will be

irradiated in ESH-1 and ESH-2 assemblies as a part of the E-SADE
Irradiation Program.

h. Fuel Development and Irradiation Experience - C. Spalaris

Fuel Irradiations

Two fuel elements, designated as SH-4C and SH-5A, have been irradiated
in the VBWR SADE loop since the last meeting. In addition, a third
fuel element, NUSU, a combination boiling-superheat type, is currently
being irradiated in the SADE loop. A summary of all the superheated
fuel elements irradiated and examined to date is shown in Table 3.1,
page 27, GEAP-4024, Nuclear Superheat Project Tenth Quarterly Report.

SH-5A

This annular fuel element was designed and fabricated with a truly
non-self-supporting clad for operation at temperatures greater than
5000F. The outer clad dimensions were 0.016 inch in thickness and 1.25
inch diameter, whereas the inner clad dimensions were 0.016 inch in
thickness and 0.75 inch diameter. The active length of the fuel element
is 36 inches. Total operating time in the reactor at 7500F exit steam
or greater was 990 hours, with maximum power of 83 KW, exit steam
temperature of 8450F, and corresponding clad temperatures of 10500F. The
number of power cycles from 40 KW or greater to shutdown was 40.

Reactor water chloride content exceeded the maximum allowable limit of

0.02 ppm for approximately eight hours during the run to a maximum of
0.6 ppm. The moisture content of the steam in the fuel compartment was

nil due to metal ring repairs in the upper flange and the seal-weld of
the lower flange. In addition to flange modifications during this run,
the riser was designed to allow preheating of the entering steam, the
heat being supplied by the exit coolant flow from the fuel compartment.

Upon removal from the VBWR, visual inspection revealed that the fuel
element surfaces were relatively free of the crud deposits observed in

previous elements. Instead, the clad was covered with an adherent,
dark oxide film similar in appearance to that found in stainless specimens
exposed in autoclave steam. The spacer surfaces were intact with no
evidence of fretting corrosion. After dimensional measurements were

completed, helium mass spectrometer leak testing indicated the presence
of clad defects near the bottom of the fuel element. Clad defects were
later confirmed at six places by pressurizing fuel interior while the
bottom fuel section was held under water. Upon sectioning, metallographic
investigations revealed the presence of severe intergranular attack. The
post-irradiation examination for SH-5A is continuing and should be
completed shortly.
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SH-4C

This was a 0.028 inch thick clad fuel element spaced with spiral wires
from its surrounding process tube. (See details in Ninth Quarterly
Report, GEAP-3877.) It was cycled 11 times during irradiation from
power levels of 40 KW or greater. The maximum power level was 63 KW
with maximum exit steam temperature of 8400F and clad temperature of

10500F. The length of irradiation at steam exit temperatures of 7500F
or greater was 492 hours. The fuel element was removed from the core
because of high fission product activity detected in the exit steam.

Fission product release was 43 uc/sec during a period of two days prior
to shutdown. The rate of water leakage into the fuel compartment was
determined by Na-24 activity measurements to be a minimum of seven lbs/hr.
This, plus the occurrence of high chloride levels in the water, 0.12 to
0.27 ppm for one day plus on one occasion as high as 0.5 ppm for nine
hours, was believed responsible for the clad failure. This failure was
located three inches from the steam exit in the inner annulus, and it was
normal to the axis of the fuel, around the inner tube periphery. Severe
intergranular attack was observed similar to that found in SH-4B described
in GEAP-3796.

Chemical analysis of the crud for chloride content indicated 34.5 micro-
grams of chloride ion per square inch of surface area. The crud was
removed from tube surfaces near the defect.

No fretting corrosion was detected on the surface of the fuel even
though the wires were not tight at the beginning of the irradiation.
Because of the short exposure, plus the fact that the wire spacers were
inadvertently filed off just before installation into the loop, the
experimental gains in regard to the spacer technique were greatly
minimized.

Dimensional measurements show uniform collapse of outside diameter clad,
similar to that observed in SH-4B. The bow from straight line was 0.25
to 0.3 inch. Length measurements show an increase of 0.3 inch, but the
error involved was such as to cast some doubt upon these measurements.

Strain Cycle Materials Irradiation Program

Strain cycle fatigue properties for 304 type stainless were investigated
in the laboratory and in the GETR at temperatures of 1200 to 13000F at
two strain levels. Tubular specimens used in these tests were alternately

expanded and compressed by gas pressure between two fixed concentric
mandrels. The strain range is determined by the sizes of the mandrels
relative to the specimen diameter and thickness.

The two data points obtained thus far from the irradiation runs indicate
that the number of cycles to failure for a given strain are two-thirds
lower than for nonirradiated 304 type tubing. Additional tests on Type
304 stainless steel are currently in progress.
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Alternate Clad Screening Corrosion Tests

Out-of-pile corrosion tests are being conducted to evaluate materials
behavior under simulated superheat steam environments and with applied
tensile stresses. Operation of the loop included part-time cycling at
low temperature superheat and saturated steam conditions. The screening
tests are part of the alternate clad effort in support of the E-SADE
fuel irradiation. The materials tested include 304, 316, 347, AISI 406,
Inconel, Incoloy, and RA-330. No stress corrosion cracking was observed
on any of the specimens, but an accelerated rate of uniform corrosion was
found for the 300 series specimens when the stress was applied. The rate
of oxide film formation was two to four times greater than that found for
unstressed specimens. After 1000 hours of exposure at 10500F the scale
thicknesses were 0.6 mil for 347 and 316, 1.0 for 304, 1.2 for AISI 406,
and not measurable for Incoloy. A comparison of corrosion results of
various alloys at 1000 to 12000F between HAPO, ANL, and APED revealed
good agreement. In only one case there was a difference in weight
gains where the ANL results for AISI 406 were lower than those obtained
at HAPO or APED.

Further tests are under way at APED with stressed coupons exposed to
1050 and 13000F and with the coolant containing small amounts of chlorides.

i. E-VESR Preliminary Physics Program - D. Imhoff

The early results of the E-VESR preliminary critical program were presented
at the last AEC superheat meeting, in San Jose, California. An up-to-date
summary of the experimental results and their comparison to analytic
predictions is shown in Table 2.

The physics of uniform arrays of annular superheat fuel was investigated
in some detail in the AEC Superheat Program at APED.* It was, however,
deemed essential to the design of the E-VESR to extend the superheat
critical program to clumped arrays. This was accomplished under General
Electric funding with the AEC superheat fuel by the E-VESR Preliminary
Critical Program.

The E-VESR is a 12.5 MWt separate superheat reactor fueled with 32 fuel
bundles, each containing 9 annular superheat fuel elements. Figure 2

shows the cross section of the core. The core consists of a six by
six array of fuel bundles with the corner bundles missing. There are
12 normal control elements which when inserted effectively surround
each bundle. These control elements are constructed of unborated 3/8-
inch Type 304 stainless steel. Due to the symmetry and small size of
the core, there are only two typical control positions (inner and outer)
and 39 typical fuel element positions. In addition to the 12 normal
control elements four auxiliary scram rods are located between the center
bundles in each wing of the core. These control elements are constructed

*
"AEC Superheat Criticals" - Petersen, G.T. and Warzek, F.G.,

GEAP-3882, January 1962



Table 2

E-VESR Preliminary Critical Program - Experiment Versus Theory

Measurement

1. Uncontrolled Core Measurements
1.1 Minimum Critical Size at 77.7*C
1.2 Void Coefficient for Approximately Uniform Voids at 80*C
1.3 Temperature Coefficient at 80*C
1.4 Full Core Excess Reactivity at 80*C

[Extrapolated by (op/bH) and (6p/aX) measurements]

2. Full Core Measurements
2.1 Control Worth Unflooded

2.1.1 Worth of Inner Bank of 4 Rods
2.1.2 Worth of 12 Regular Controls
2.1.3 Worth of 4 Auxiliary Scram Rods

2.2 Control Worth Flooded
2.2.1 Worth of 12 Regular Controls

2.3 Temperature Coefficients
2.3.1 Temperature Swing 20-80 C Unflooded with

Operating Controls Distribution*
2.3.2 Temperature Swing 20-80 C Flooded with

Operating Controls Distribution*
2.4 Void Coefficient

2.4.1 Void Coefficient for Voids Centered in the
Moderator in the Unflooded Operating Controls
Configuration*

2.4.2 Void Coefficient for Moderator Voids Adjacent to
the Process Tube in the Unflooded Operating
Controls Configuration*

2.4.3 Void Coefficient for Uniform Voids in the
Moderator in the Unflooded Operating Controls
Configuration*

2.5 Flooding
Reactivity Change Upon Flooding the Coolant Passages
in the Operating Controls Distribution at 80 C*

2.6 Maximum Central Bundle Worth
Central Fuel Bundle Worth with Central 4 Controls
Withdrawn and Outer 8 Controls Inserted (Core Unflooded)

Calculated

23 bundles
-1.0 x 10-4Ak/%
+1.9 x 10-4Ak/C

3.2% k/k

Measured

23-1/3 buries
-2.2 x 10-Ik/
+2.1 x 10'4 k C
2.8 0.5% Ak/k

6.0
12.5
1.0

7.2% Ak
15.1% Ak

1.2% Ak

12.2% Ak
+1.5% Ak

0.7% A
0.7% Ak
0.2% Ak

10.4 0.7% Ak
+1.3 0.1% Ak

+1.8 0.1% Ak

+2.0 0.1 x 10~ Ak/%

-13.1 -0.4 x 10 Ak/%

-2 x 10~ Ak/%

-0.5% Ak

+5.1% Ak

-0.8 0.1% Atk

+5.3 0.5% Ak

* Inner rods inserted halfway in a bank.

I
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of tubes filled with B C in a SS-304 sheath, however, for the critical
3/8-inch borated steel blades were substituted.

The results of the program are encouraging. It appears that with the
inclusion of the spatial dependence of the thermal spectrum in the
physics calculations the effect of water gaps on the core reactivity and
reactivity coefficients was accurately predicted. Table 2 compares some
of the measured and calculated values. All the critical configurations

were measured at elevated temperatures (- -800C) to minimize the reactivity
addition which could occur upon heating the moderator to atmospheric
boiling. For this reason pulsed neutron subcritical reactivity measure-
ments were used extensively in the program. The full core excess
reactivity of the critical was several per cent lower than the reference
E-VESR design due to the lower fuel enrichment and shorter fuel element
length of the AEC fuel.

The comparison between experiment and theory shown on Table 2 indicates
that the core reactivity and reactivity coefficients were accurately
predicted. The only area of significant discrepancy is control worth.
Although the original interpretation of the controls worth data indicated
that the control worth was greater than calculated, detailed analyses of
the pulsed neutron data, including neutron leakage spectrum effects and
neutron lifetime effects, now indicate that the controls worth is less
than predicted. The 12 rod controls worth was calculated to be 15.1
per cent delta k but measured to be only 12.5 0.7 per cent delta k.
This overprediction of control worth was present as a nearly constant
percentage error in other controls configurations. It is most likely
a result of insufficient self-shielding of the unborated SS-304 in the
diffusion theory control worth calculations.

In addition to the reactivity measurements three dimensional power
distribution measurements were made. These measurements consisted of
mapping the outside of the process tube with Niobium-(U-235) foils at 8
or 16 angular positions for each of the 39 typical fuel element locations
in a horizontal plane. These measurements not only gave the relative
fuel element power in the plane, but the circumferential variance of
power around each fuel element as well. In addition to these horizontal
measurements eight axial traverses were obtained using strings of foils.
The results of the relative fuel element power measurements in the
horizontal plane are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that generally
good agreement between the measured and calculated power distribution
was attained although in general the measured power distribution was
peaked more steeply toward the center of the core than the calculated
distribution. This is consistent with the overprediction of controls
worth and it is expected that if greater SS-304 self-shielding in the
controls were assumed the agreement of both the calculated controls
worth and the calculated power distribution with the experimental
values would improve. The percentage error in predicting the highest
fuel element power was -5 per cent delta P/P.
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6 1.25 17 1.25 18 1.38

(1.20) (1.23) (1.36)

II 1.06 12 1.17 13 1.30

(1.06) (1.12) (1.30)

7 100 8 111 9 1.41

(0.99) (1.09) (1.29)

4 5 6 /
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34 0.77 35 0.69 36 0.74
(0.85) (0.74) (o.8o)

28 0.87 29 0.74 30 0.84
(0.91) (0.79) (0.87)

22 1.22 23 l.o8 2 4 1.14

(1.618) (1.08) (1.914)

14 1.28

(1.27)

10 1.50

( 3)

15 1.03

(1. )

E-VESR Preliminary Critical

Horizontal Power Distribution
Inner Controls In t0'C

Fibure 3

Note

x.xx = measured value

(x.xx)= calculated value

All values normalized to average of
1.00 for plane.

37 0.67 38 0.49 39 o.45

(0.71) (0.55) (0.54)

31 0.79 32 0.59 3 3 0.58
(o.80) (0.60) (0.62)

25 1.11 26 0.87 27 0.89
(1.04) (0.87) (0.89)

19 1.30 20 1.04 21 1.05

(1.28) (1.08) ( 8

,
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In addition to the fuel element average power in the plane the detailed
power scallop as a function of angle and the axial shape for each
element were also calculated and compared to the measured values. In
most instances the given shape was within 5 per cent delta P/P of the
calculated shape indicating that the over-all three dimensional peak to
average is probably within about J( 5 per cent) = 9 per cent delta
P/P of the true value. All the experimental and analytic results will
be reported in a topical report covering the program.



SUPERHEATER REACTOR DESIGN STUDIES

Integral Superheat Reactor (NUSU)

a. General Description - S. Turner

The NUSU reactor, recently reported in GNEC-212, is of the integral type,
i.e., the formation of steam and superheating of the steam are both
accomplished within a single reactor core. Ordinary water is used as the
moderator in a heterogeneous core divided into two regions. Each of the
two regions of the nearly cylindrical core contains assemblies of fuel
elements arranged on a triangular-pitch spacing with a control element of
the flux-trap type located within each fuel assembly. The hexagonal fuel
assemblies in the central region of the core contain double annular UO2
fuel elements which produce saturated steam on the external surfaces hnd
superheat the steam within the annular space inside the element. Additional
saturated steam is produced in a relatively thin peripheral region of
slightly elongated hexagonal assemblies containing UO2 fuel elements of
annular cross section, with boiling moderator on both the internal and
external surfaces of the element.

There are four principal design features unique to the NUSU reactor:
(1) the double annular combination boiling-superheating fuel element;
(2) the location and geometrical configuration of the control elements;
(3) the annular cross section boiler fuel elements; and (4) the single-
pass helical flow path of the steam through the superheater fuel element.

These design features were selected for several reasons: (1) the good
shutdown cooling characteristics of the double annular fuel elements,
since they are in direct contact with the moderator water; and (2) there
is a small reactivity effect of flooding or voiding the annular space in
the superheater fuel elements.

Other major design features, although not unique to the NUSU reactor,
which contribute to the plant performance are: (1) high temperature
(1000 F) and pressure (1200 psi) of the superheated steam; (2) an internal
heat exchanger to completely dry the steam to the superheater fuel element;
(3) the two-pass boiling water coolant system; (4) the location of the
superheater region in the center of the reactor core; (5) the power
flattening from the combined effect of a zoned burnable poison and the
fuel shuffling scheme; and (6) the low pressure containment building.

The NUSU power station is a direct cycle integral boiling-superheating
reactor delivering superheated steam to the turbine at 1000 F and 1200
psia. With feedwater returned to the reactor at 4500F, the gross cycle
efficiency is estimated to be 39.1 per cent, which in turn requires
533 MW of heat to produce 208.7 MW of electricity. Internal plant power
requirements reduce the net electric output to 202.7 MW. For private
utility operation, the estimated power cost is 7.53 mills/kwh, using the
AEC handbook prepared by the Kaiser Engineering Company. The major
characteristics of the NUSU reactor are summarized in Table I.
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TABLE I

CHARACTERISTICS OF NUSU REACTOR

Total reactor power, MW
Gross electrical power, MW
Net electrical power, MW
Net plant efficiency, %
Power to superheating, MWt
Power to boiling, MWt

Superheater region
Boiler region

Total steam production, lb/hro
Temperature at turbine inlet, F
Pressure at turbine inlet, psia
Core dimension
Average power density, KW/liter

Superheater region
Boiler region

Average specific power, MWt (U)
Superheater region
Boiler region

533
208.7
202.7
38.0
162 (30.4)
371 (69.6%)
165 (31.0%)
206 (38.6%)
1,700,000
1000
1200
7.95 ft dia. x 9.0 ft ht.
42.2
43.6
40.1
16.4
16.6
16.1

Boiler Region

H20/U02 volume ratio
Number of fuel assemblies
Number of fuel elements

Average void content, %
Exit void content, %
Enrichment, Wt% U-235
Fuel burnup, MWD/T
Core lifetime, 80% plant factor
Max/ave power ratio
Cold shutdown margin, 7. k
Average heat flux, Btu/(hr)(sq. ft)
Maximum heat flux, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)
Average UO temperature, 0f

Maximum UO temperature, F
(Maximum, including uncertainty)

2.25
30
1260
single annular

21.6
40
4.5
14,550
3.1
3.72

8.6
129,000
480,000
950
2260
(2990)

Superheater Region

1.86
61
1098
double annular

17.8
35
2.4
15,000
3.1
2.05

145,000
299,000
1240
2100
(2830)
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The containment philosophy used for the NUSU design is to contain the
majority of the plant equipment within a single containment building
sized to contain the reactor, the turbine, the auxiliary equipment,
the operating controls, and some service equipment. Pressure suppression
is also used to restrict the maximum pressure, in case of accident, to
less than 5 psig to simplify construction of the building and to avoid
the restrictions of the ASME boiler code which apply to vessels above
this pressure.

There are two pressure suppression areas, the first being that area
containing the pressure vessel within the biological shield. Surrounding
this is the second area containing the primary loop equipment, steam
drums, pumps, and emergency condenser. A large water-filled moat
surrounding these areas will trap and condense the steam released in the
event of a major break within the pressure suppression areas.

Although designed to absorb all the energy released in any accident
which releases the energy contained in the primary coolant loop, the
pressure suppression is required to be only 75 per cent efficient to
avoid exceeding the 5 psig limitation on the containment shell.

Nuclear Features - S. Turner

The reactor consists of two regions, a central superheater region
surrounded by a peripheral boiler region. Each of the two regions
contains essentially hexagonal assemblies of fuel elements arranged on
a triangular-pitch spacing, selected to obtain the desired water-to-fuel
volume ratio. A control rod of the "flux-trap" type is located within
each of the 91 fuel assemblies (61 superheater and 30 boiler assemblies).
In the superheater region the control rod and follower occupy the area
which would otherwise have been allocated to the central fuel element of
a 19-element hexagonal fuel assembly. This arrangement provides the
minimum intracell peaking factor and was chosen because of the very
stringent requirements placed on the gross and local radial power
peaking factors.

The peripheral boiler region contains 30 elongated hexagonal fuel
assemblies each having 42 annular fuel elements and a central rhombic-
shaped control element. The rod follower in the boiler region is
cylindrical in shape so as to deliberately introduce some water-channel
peaking when the control rod is removed. Location of the boiler region
in a relatively thin annular section surrounding the superheater region
results in power peaking at the boiler-superheater interface and at the
boiler-reflector interface. The introduction of a local water-channel
peaking in the center of the boiler assembly tends to compensate for the
gross radial peaking which occurs across the fuel assembly. Despite
this compensation, the net radial power peaking factor in the boiler
region is still relatively large (1.68) as a result of the decision to
utilize the boiler region to flatten the superheater radial power
distribution at a consequent sacrifice in over-all boiler region
peaking factors.
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Burnable poison is utilized in both regions of the core to reduce the
reactivity requirements of the control rods and to flatten the gross
power distribution in the axial direction. In combination with a fuel
shuffling scheme (removing one-third of the fuel in each region at the
end of each cycle) this results in a total reactivity swing from
beginning of cycle to end of cycle (single 5,000 MWD/T time step) of
less than 2.5 per cent k for an end-of-life fuel burnup of 15,000 MWD/T.
In the initial hot operating condition, with equilibrium Xe and Sm
present, the excess reactivity is calculated to be 1.5 per cent k.
Due to the nature of the burnup of the boron burnable poison, and the fuel
shuffling scheme chosen, the reactivity increases slightly with burnup to
a maximum of 1.0181 and then decreases to an end-of-life reactivity of
0.9954.

During the fuel burnup cycle, the power split between the superheater and
boiler regions of the core shifts slightly toward the boiler region.
This small shift in power distribution (an additional one per cent of the
power to the boiler region) can be compensated by a small adjustment in
the feedwater distribution to the two regions.

The criteria used to establish the U-235 enrichment in the two regions
are the required power split in the hot operating conditions and the
desired reactivity variation with lifetime in conjunction with a given
amount of burnable poison. These criteria lead to an enrichment of 2.4
per cent in the superheater region and 4.5 per cent in the boiler region.
With these enrichments, the initial unrodded reactivity in the cold
clean condition is 1.0884. The control rods have a calculated effective-
ness of 17.5 per cent k which provides a cold shutdown margin of 8.6
per cent k.

The physics characteristics of the large double annular superheater
elements and the annular boiler fuel elements used in the NUSU reactor
are somewhat unique. The size and geometry of the fuel elements result
in thermal disadvantage factors (self-shielding) which are much larger
than normally encountered with conventional small rod type fuel elements.
Since both the disadvantage factor and its effect on reactivity decrease
with increasing temperature, the net reactivity temperature defect from
cold to hot conditions can be unusually small. This fact significantly
reduces the control rod strength required and allows the relatively
small flux-trap control rods to provide sufficient reactivity control.

On flooding the steam cooled passages of double annular superheater fuel
elements with water, the combined effect of a reduction in thermal
disadvantage factor and the increased fuel surface exposed to resonance
capture results in a small flood-void coefficient of reactivity. Flooding
the fuel elements produces a decrease in reactivity of less than 1 per
cent k in both the hot and cold unrodded conditions. The unrodded
condition represents the maximum reactivity decrease on flooding since
rod insertion effectively increases the neutron leakage and thereby
decreases the reactivity loss resulting from flooding.
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The method of calculation used for the nuclear analysis of the NUSU
reactor is based upon the Deutsch three-group cross section scheme,
modified as necessary to account for the geometry of the fuel elements.
The same method of analysis and the necessary modifications were verified
on critical experiments with double annular fuel elements of very nearly
the same size and geometry as the reference fuel element.

In the operating condition the void, temperature, and Doppler coefficients
of reactivity in the NUSU reactor are all negative, which will automatically
limit the reactor power level in the event a power excursion is initiated.
In the cold startup condition the temperature coefficient of reactivity
may be slightly positive under some conditions, although the negative void
and Doppler coefficients would quickly terminate any power excursion.
Although it appears feasible to develop a safe startup procedure on
nuclear power by rod programming, preheaters are provided to heat the
reactor water to 4000F before control rods are withdrawn. At this
temperature all reactivity coefficients are negative and nuclear power
may be safely used to complete the warmup process.

c. Mechanical Features - S. Weems

The significant mechanical features of the reactor which are different
from those of other thermal spectrum superheater reactor are as follows.

(1) The superheater fuel has no parasitic insulation to thermally isolate
the high temperature steam from the lower temperature boiling water. The
steam is superheated by an annular coolant channel which lies between
two annular sections of clad fuel; the outer clad fuel annulus is in
direct contact with the boiling water moderator. Heat generation in the
outer annulus effectively provides the required insulation without the
need for additional parasitic structure which would be required by other
methods of insulation. This feature minimizes the extraneous parasitic
neutron absorption and results in significantly improved economy.

At low power operation, a larger fraction of the heat generated in the
superheater fuel element is conducted through the outer annulus to the
water. This effect is beneficial to the problem of cooling during
shutdown but causes a shift in power split between the boiling and
superheating surfaces of the fuel element at reduced power level. This
shift in power split is substantially compensated for by the inherent
change in feedwater temperature with turbine load change. The remainder
of this shift may be compensated by adjusting the relative fractions of
feedwater distributed to the two regions (boiler and superheater) of the
core or by control rod movement. The change in feedwater distribution in
turn adjusts the gross power generation in the two regions to compensate
for the shift in the element power split.

(2) The superheater fuel elements are clad with Type 347 stainless steel
and Hastelloy-X. The inner annular fuel section is clad with Hastelloy-X
only on its external diameter, thereby forming a cored-pellet rod type
fuel element. The outer annular fuel section is externally clad with
Type 347 stainless steel and internally clad with Hastelloy-X.
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At the present time there has not been adequate testing of superheat
cladding materials to provide a positive basis for the selection of
Hastelloy-X. However, the corrosion resistance of Hastelloy-X in air
at very high temperatures (17500F) has been good. While the corrosion
rate in steam cannot be extrapolated from that in air, there is

considered to be enough similarity between air and reactor steam (with
oxygen) to infer that the steam corrosion rate at the much lower reactor
temperatures (12500F) will be acceptable. Furthermore, because of its
high nickel content (about 45 per cent) this alloy may be significantly
more resistant to chloride stress corrosion. Chloride stress corrosion
is of major concern, since a superheater could be a chloride concentrator.

Because of the high ductility of Hastelloy-X (elongation greater than 30
per cent) at operating temperatures (12500F maximum) there is some basis
for the expectation that irradiation will not cause an unacceptable
amount of damage. Furthermore, the strength of the Hastelloy-X is
reasonably good at high temperatures. For example, the 1000-hour stress
rupture strength for Hastelloy-X sheet at 13500F is about 18,500 psi;
for comparison, the 1000-hour stress rupture strength for Type 347
stainless steel bar is about 12,000 psi. It should be noted that there
are other high nickel alloys which exhibit much higher strength at high
temperatures. While these alloys (e.g., Inconel-X) are considerably
stronger, ductility is generally much lower and recent data indicate a
drastic loss in stress rupture strength due to irradiation of Inconel-X
and A-286. However, an alloy such as Inconel-X should not be ruled out
at this time since comparable irradiation tests have not yet been run
with Hastelloy-X. High temperature irradiation tests are being run with
Hastelloy-X for other AEC projects. Because of the great expense of
such tests, the possible use of test information already being developed
is an important factor contributing to the selection of Hastelloy-X in
preference to another matrix-strengthened high-nickel alloy.

(3) The cladding thicknesses for both boiler and superheater fuel are
such that only that cladding which is adjacent to the large boiling water
coolant channels are thin enough to require a substantial amount of
support from the fuel. On the other hand, the cladding which is
adjacent to the small thickness high temperature steam coolant channels
is sized to require only a minor amount of support from the fuel. The
Hastelloy-X claddings for superheating are 0.025 inch thick, and the
347 stainless steel (boiler side of superheater fuel) as well as the
304 stainless steel (pure boiler fuel) claddings are 0.020 inch thick.
The hoop stresses due to plant hydrostatic pressure are about one-half
of the 0.2 per cent offset yield stress for the superheater claddings
while the boiler claddings are calculated to be about twice the 0.2
per cent offset yield stress (if there were no support from the fuel).

(4) The core structure consists of only a partial core cage rather than
a complete core cage. Only the peripheral boiler core region is divided
into cells by the walls of the core cage. Within the active core region

there is no parasitic structure for the purpose of defining control rod
channels. The control rods are guided above and below the active core;
there is no separation of fuel element coolant water from control rod
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coolant water. These features lead to higher performance as a result of
lower physics peaking factors; for example, the superheater core region
is a uniform array of fuel elements with a uniform pattern of control
rods (with full size followers) replacing some of the fuel elements.
Because the followers require a relatively small diametrical passage for
operation, the pressure vessel height has not been increased.

The feature that makes possible the use of the previously-described core
cage and control rod concepts is the large water spaces between fuel
elements; the large water spaces result from the large diameter and type
of fuel elements used in this core. For example, the space between
superheater fuel elements is 0.550 inch. The space between boiler fuel
elements is 0.225 inch. The control rod follower for the boiler region
is less than full size in order to radially flatten the boiler core power
distribution. This results in the same diametrical mechanical clearance
(0.660 inch) between the control rod follower and the fuel elements for
both the boiler and superheater core regions.

(5) The water coolant flow is divided into two passes which are connected
in series; thus, only about one-half the quantity of water need be
recirculated as compared with a single pass system. The first pass water
coolant (superheater coolant water) flows through the central region of
the core which is surrounded by the assembly of box sections of the core
cage. This water, together with the saturated steam produced by the
central region of the core, then flows radially outward through the
uppermost set of holes through the box sections of the core cage. The
mixture then flows radially out through the arc-vane separators and then
downward through the downcomer. The water for the peripheral boiler
region of the core (downcomer water and feedwater) enters the lower ends
of the box sections of the core cage. This water, together with the
steam, produced by the boiler core region passes out through the lower
set of holes in the box sections of the upper part of the core cage. This
water-steam mixture then flows out of the reactor to be separated within
external steam drums. The division of first and second pass flow paths
within the upper part of the box sections is accomplished by the flow
pass divider plates (within each box) which are an integral part of each
boiler fuel holddown assembly. -Some of the first pass water-steam
mixture is expected to leak past the pass divider plates into the second
pass water-steam mixture. However, the effect of this leakage on reactor
operation is negligible.

(6) Steam flows through the superheater fuel elements from bottom to
top of the core in a single pass. This flow arrangement optimizes the
steam heat transfer by allowing the lower temperature steam to flow in
core regions of the highest power generation rate. Furthermore, the
single-pass arrangement allowsa smaller volume fraction of steam to
exist within the fuel element, which reduces the reactivity effects due
to flooding the superheater.

(7) All the saturated temperature steam is preheated by a heat exchanger-
dryer before entering the superheater. This feature is expected to reduce
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the amount of plating out of solids within the superheater; also the
elimination of all water from the steam is expected to reduce chances
of chloride stress corrosion. As a further guard against chloride stress
corrosion, the superheater fuel clad which is adjacent to the steam is
a high nickel alloy (Hastelloy-X).

(8) All seals within the reactor are of the nominal leakage type; none
are of the very low leakage type which require very fine tolerances on
complex parts. For example, the underwater steam seals between the
bottom plate and the superheater fuel are of the conventional piston
ring type with an intermediate plenum for collection and discharge of all
leakage. Thus, none of the leakage enters the superheater.

d. Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Features - R. Lyerly

The reactor thermal and hydraulic design is based upon the following
criteria.

The plant must be capable of producing 100 per cent steam load at the
proper superheat at all times, from the beginning of life of the fuel
to the end of life.

The plant must be capable of producing steam at the proper superheat at
all steam load conditions from 50 to 100 per cent.

The plant must be capable of making routine load changes at the rate of
2 per cent per minute.

The following thermal and hydraulic limits must not be exceeded in the
reactor core.

(1) The fuel cladding temperature must not exceed 12500F.

(2) The boiling heat flux must not exceed 500,000 Btu/(hr)(sq ft).

(3) The UO2 temperature must not exceed 45000F.

(4) The steam velocity must not exceed 250 ft/sec.

(5) The exit void content must not exceed 50 per cent by volume.

The water flows in a two-pass forced convection circuit, and the void
content is controlled to the desired value by adjusting the recirculation
rate. The saturated steam from the two zones is mixed together, passes
through the superheater, and then flows to the turbine in a direct steam
cycle. The per cent of power generated in the three reactor zones is as
follows.

First boiling pass 31 per cent
Second boiling pass 39 per cent
Superheating pass 30 per cent
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The peripheral or second pass boiling zone features single annular
fuel. There is nothing unusual about its thermal and hydraulic design
except that the annular fuel creates two water passages. Therefore, the
fuel design must be such that the two hydraulic diameters are approximately
the same.

The superheating zone features double annular fuel and its performance is
of particular interest,. The superheater is located in the central region
of the reactor core in order to take advantage of the nearly uniform
radial power distribution that can be attained. Since the total radial
maximum-to-average power is 1.13 in the superheater fuel zone, a uniform
steam flow to all the fuel elements is used. In an individual fuel
element the steam flows up a helical path in the annular gap between the
two annuli of fuel.

The steam velocity at the exit of an average power element is 185 ft/sec,
and never exceeds 200 ft/sec from any element, well below the limiting
value of 250 ft/sec. The mass velocity is approximately 1,000,000 lb/(hr)
(sq ft), the Reynolds Number is approximately 190,000, the heat transfer
coefficient is of the order of 1200 to 1400 Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(F), and the
pressure drop through the element is 68 psi. The average heat flux on
the steam surface is 118,000 Btu/(hr)(sq ft) and the maximum heat flux,
including all factors, is 243,000 Btu/(hr)(sq ft).

Many axial temperature profiles of the superheater fuel element have
been evaluated with the use of a computer code. Considering an element
with an average radial power and a typical axial power distribution, the
steam enters at 5800F and exits at 10120F. The cladding temperature
reaches a maximum of only 10400F at a location about one to two feet from
the top of the core. The highest temperature of the UO2 occurs on the
inner surface of the inner pellet and is only 16800F.

With the uniform steam flow design the exit steam temperature of any
element is dependent upon the power generated in the element. For
example, an element with 10 per cent higher than average radial power
will have an exit steam temperature of 10880F as compared to 10120F from
an average power element. It can be easily shown that the maximum clad
temperature is principally dependent upon the steam temperature in the

individual element; therefore, the highest clad temperatures are obtained
in the elements with the highest radial power. The computed deviation
factor for the maximum clad temperature is 110F. This sets the maximum
design temperature at 11400F (1250-110). A clad temperature of about
1140 F is reached when the exit steam temperature reaches about 11000F.
The reactor has been designed so that' the clad temperature does not
exceed 11400F under any condition.

Surprisingly, the axial power distribution has only a small effect on
the maximum clad temperature. The axial power distribution does change
the shape of the clad temperature curve and changes the axial position
where the maximum occurs, but the maximum value is very nearly the same
for a wide variety of axial power conditions.
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The power split between boiling and superheating is very important in
order to maintain the proper steam temperature. As the load decreases,
the ratio of power to the water increases slightly, which, if left
uncorrected, would tend to lower the steam temperature. The steam
temperature (or power split) is controlled by adjusting the control rods
in the two regions and also by adjusting the division of the feedwater
flow between the two regions.

The UO2 temperatures are rather low in this reactor principally due to
the use of thin UO2 sections. The over-all average temperature of the

superheater fuel is onl1 12400F; the boiler fuel has an average
temperature of only 950 F. The maximum temperature reaches 21000F in the
superheater fuel, and reaches 22600F in the boiler fuel. The deviation
factor for the boiler fuel temperature is 7300F; therefore, the maximum
fuel temperature in the reactor cannot exceed 29900F (2260 + 730), well
below the design limit of 45000F. A thermal conductivity of approximately
1.3 Btu/(hr)(sq ft)( F)/(ft) was used in the evaluations.

The double annular fuel element performs much better in shutdown cooling
(with no steam flow) than most superheating elements since the double
annular fuel is in immediate contact with water on the outside surface.
The heat generated in the inner fuel annulus is transmitted across the
steam gap by conduction and radiation. Assuming an emissivity value
of 0.65 the element will dissipate 3.6 per cent of full load power with
the inner clad surface at 12500F. The fission product decay heat
generation rate decreases to 3.6 per cent in 2.5 minutes after shutdown;
therefore, steam coolant can be discontinued as soon as 2.5 minutes
without exceeding the clad temperature limit.

In the event there is a loss of steam flow, at any time, the superheater
elements are not immediately subjected to excessive damage or melting.
To illustrate this statement, assume there is a step function loss of
steam flow at 100 per cent power, and the reactor is not scrammed. The
temperature of the inner clad, at the point of highest heat generation,
rises about 3250F in the first second, 1950F in the next second, 1500F
in the third second, and then at a steady rate of about 1200F per second
(assuming no heat losses). Initial melting of the clad does not take
place until after ten seconds have elapsed. If the reactor is scrammed
within about two seconds the clad temperature will probably not exceed
18000F and will then cool down by virtue of its shutdown cooling
capability.

e. Alternate Design Employing Multitube Fuel Elements - S. Turner

The alternate element is a combination boiling-superheating fuel element
and consists of a large annular tube of stainless steel clad U02,
containing a number of very small cylindrical tubes embedded in the UO2'
These elements boil water on both the inner and outer surfaces of the
fuel annulus and superheat the steam within the small cylindrical tubes.
The boiling surfaces are clad with Type 347 stainless steel, and the
small steam channel tubes are made of Hastelloy-X. Although only
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preliminary design studies have been performed, a number of significant
advantages are already apparent. Further design studies, together with
an R&D program to demonstrate feasibility, may well show the multitube
fuel element to be superior to the double annular element in performance,
reliability, and cost of fabrication. Some of the more important
advantages are the following.

The dimensional stability and cladding integrity of the steam cooled
channels should be superior. Each steam coolant channel consists of a
small diameter tube, which does not require an internal spacer exposed
to high velocity steam. Because of the small diameter of the steam
coolant channels, the cladding stress due to plant hydrostatic pressure
may be made small without undue penalty to neutron economy. This feature
greatly improves the possibility of attaining a high fuel burnup before
corrosion, strain cycling, etc., require fuel replacement. Furthermore,
since it is possible to operate with low clad stresses, and because of
good dimensional stability, this fuel element may allow operation at
higher clad temperatures which offers a very attractive means for
increasing the fuel element performance and, therefore, decreasing power
costs. The low clad stress levels may also decrease problems due to
chloride concentration.

The fuel element has extremely good shutdown cooling characteristics.
During shutdown the fuel element is cooled by conduction of heat directly
through the fuel to two water cooled surfaces and there is no steam gap
to restrict heat flow from the fuel to the cooling water. Preliminary
calculations indicate that the multitube fuel element can dissipate over
10 per cent of the full reactor power without exceeding a clad temperature
of 12500F. There is a good possibility that the multitube element will
be able to safely withstand any loss of coolant accident provided the
reactor is simultaneously scrammed. Temperatures of UO2 in the multitube
fuel element are quite low, and the fission gas release rate should be
small.

Preliminary physics characteristics indicate that the multitube fuel
element should exhibit the same desirable features as the double annular
fuel, i.e., small flood-void reactivity effects, a small temperature
reactivity defect, a small cladding parasitic absorption, and maximum
reactivity at a low water-to-UO2 volume ratio.

There is considerably more design flexibility available with the
multitube fuel element concept. The sizes, number, and location of the
steam coolant tubes may be optimized for the desired performance without
encountering problems of shutdown cooling or UO2 centerline temperature
limitations.

The low stress levels, the geometrical configuration, and the design
flexibility hold promise of significantly reducing the effect of clad
materials problems. Furthermore, it may be feasible to develop a
multitube superheater fuel element using a zirconium alloy as the clad
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material on the water cooled surfaces, which would greatly improve the
neutron economy over any existing superheater fuel concept. The annular
multitube fuel element is economically dependent upon the satisfactory
development of vibratory compaction as a means of fuel element fabrication.

Recent experimental work at Hanford (See report COO-264) has been very
encouraging in regard to the ultimate success of vibratory compaction. In
addition, there are several problems which must be resolved for the
satisfactory development of annular multitube fuel elements. These include
development of methods of positioning the steam coolant tubes during
fabrication and maintaining the position during reactor service, and the
amount of clad support which may be derived from vibratory compacted fuel
is unknown for the very large multitube fuel elements.

Analytical methods for both thermal and nuclear analysis are both difficult
and complicated. Methods must be developed to permit a reliable prediction
of the reactor performance.

2. Separate Superheater Reactor Design - R. Pennington

Since the last meeting the conceptual design effort has been concentrated on
a 600 MWe power plant. In addition, a comparison will be made between annular
and rod type fuel elements in the superheater. The plant parameters are shown
below.

Plant Data

Gross electrical output
Turbine throttle conditions

Turbine throttle flow
Net plant heat rate

600 MWe
956 psia
9000F
4,948,000 #/hr
9,443 Btu/kwh

BWR

Thermal power
Core dimensions

Core power density
Reactor vessel

Fuel bundle
Number
Rods per bundle
Fuel rod

1202 MW
135 in. height
138 in. diameter
36 KW/1
16 ft. diameter
53 ft. height

592
49
.44 in. rod

Control rods
Number
Shape

145
Cruciform
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SHR

Thermal power
Core dimensions

Power density
Reactor vessel

Fuel bundle
Numb er
Rods per bundle
Fuel rod

Control Rod
Number
Shape

408 MW
96 in. height
95 in. diameter
37
10.5 ft. diameter
39 ft. height

284
16
.72 in. annular

69
Cruciform

Plant Size

The plant size is somewhat arbitrary, and since no boiling water reactor (BWR)
design work is being performed under the superheat program, the choice of the
BWR size is influenced by the size of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Bodega Bay plant. A BWR equivalent to an electrical output of 400 MW(e) was
chosen and 9000F exit from the superheater, which results in a 600 MW(e) plant
output.

BWR

The BWR is a single cycle, forced recirculation reactor with internal steam
separation. Its thermal rating is 1200 MW, and its steam flow is nearly
5,000,000 #/hr.

The reactor vessel is 16 feet in ID and 53 feet in length. Based on
investigations of other large boiling water reactors, this size vessel would
be shop fabricated.

The recirculation flow, 50,000,000 #/hr., requires five recirculation loops
and five recirculation pumps. Five loops appear to be the maximum number
that can economically be used due to piping complexities of six or more

loops.

The reactor core, operating at a power density of 38 KW/l, has a 135 inch
active height and an equivalent diameter of 137 inches. This reactor core
yields a downcomer water flow velocity of 5 ft/sec in the region between
the core and the thermal shield.

Turbine Selection

The steam turbine will be an 1800
stage buckets size is 38 inches.
used. A tandem compound unit for

RPM unit with four flow exhaust.
A two shaft, cross-compound, unit
throttle conditions of 9000F, 965

The last
will be
psia,
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and 4,970,000 #/hr steam flow, must be designed for large clearances to

accommodate the expansion of its longer shaft. A cross-compound Unit with
shorter shafts can employ lower clearances and, hence, its operating efficiency

is higher. A cross-compound unit for 9000 F steam will have a turbine heat
rate of 9,010 Btu/hr.

Separate Superheat Reactor

The separate superheat reactor is a single pass reactor as shown in Figure 1.
Saturated steam fcws from the top of the vessel down past the fuel elements.
The superheated steam is collected in a large steam plenum at the bottom of
the reactor and exits through nozzles in the side of the reactor vessel.

Physics and Safety

The physics investigations have been centered on arriving at a reactor that
is the best compromise between reactor safety and economics. Some of the

tentative conclusions drawn to date are as follows.

Weak Control Rods

The control rod material will be either stainless steel or Inconel; the control

rods will be cruciform in shape instead of the former large square box shape.

Such a control rod has the following desirable characteristics:

The maximum change in reactivity due to a "control rod dropout" or a
"control rod blowout" is 1.8 per cent Delta k. This low reactivity

eliminates this type accident from the "maximum creditable accident" class.

The local flux peaking, due to operation with control rods inserted, is

reduced. The previous design, the large square black control rod, produced

a local radial peaking factor of 1.35. The maintenance of acceptable axial

power peaking is also easier with grey rods.

In order to operate with weak control rods it will be necessary to pay a
penalty. The penalty in this case is that the core must be reloaded in a
homogeneous manner. New fuel is introduced over the complete core instead

of only in one region. This type of refueling introduces a local peaking

factor as new fuel is placed adjacent to old exposed fuel.

Even with weak control rods their strength is sufficient to permit an average

discharge exposure of 20,000 MWD/T. The maximum fuel exposure will depend on
the fuel life and not the reactivity limit of the control system.

Small Fuel Bundle Size

The fuel bundle size has been reduced to a 4.5 inch x 4.5 inch square bundle.
Again the objective has been to improve reactor safety at the expense of
higher fabrication costs for the smaller fuel bundle. The maximum change in
reactivity with fuel bundle insertion is less than 2 per cent Delta k.
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Water/Fuel Ratio

The water-to-fuel ratio has been selected on the basis of minimizing the change
in reactivity resulting from the cold unflooding of the core. The cold
unflooding accident has been judged to be a more likely accident than the fast
hot flooding of the core. Such a criterion results in an under-moderated
operating core with higher flooding reactivities and higher fuel costs.

The flooded water/fuel ratio of the core is 3.15. The complete unflooding of
this core at 1400F results in a negative reactivity insertion of 0.5 per cent
Delta k. The change in reactivity from 1400F to the moderator temperature for
maximum reactivity (3350F) is positive 1.0 per cent Delta k.

Hot Flooding Reactivity

The hot flooding reactivity, due to choice of moderator-fuel ratio based on
cold unflooding accident, is positive. Although complete and rapid flooding
of a single pass core seems impossible, it is also desirable to have the hot
flooding reactivity as small as possible. Reducing the hot flooding accident
also produces a secondary benefit. Increasing the amount of water in the
operating core will increase the operating reactivity as the core is under-
moderated. The following changes are being evaluated as possible means of
reducing the hot flooding accident.

a. Eliminate any moderator voids by passing a portion of the feedwater
through the superheat reactor before it is introduced into the BWR.

b. Reduce the active steam volume by shortening the core.

c. Reduce the steam voids by utilizing solid rather than steam insulation.

d. Use followers so that the water/fuel ratio does not change with control
rod insertion or withdrawal.

e. Normally operate the moderator subcooled by 50-100F.

3. Mixed Spectrum Superheat Reactor - K. Cohen

As described at previous presentations, the Mixed Spectrum Superheater (MSS)
has a core consisting of a boiling section and a fast spectrum unmoderated
superheating section. The general concept is shown in Figure 2. Steam is
produced in the annular boiling section, passes up through the steam
separators and steam dryers, then down through the fast superheating core
and out the bottom of the vessel. When compared to a thermal superheater,
the mixed spectrum concept eliminates the mechanical problems involved in
distribution of the flow and has in turn put the complexity in the nuclear
physics design.

At the last superheat meeting a report was given on the feasibility of
proving out the MSS concept in a minimum size facility. It was concluded
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that, provided one accepted certain mechanical features not germane to a

large reactor (such as two pass flow and low power density in the super-
heater, and removing the steam from the top) meaningful information could

be obtained from a facility about the physical size of the Vallecitos

Experimental Superheat Reactor (VESR). However extrapolation to a large

high power reactor would appear to be more assured if a larger, electrical

power generating prototype were built.

Since the last meeting a major effort has involved the design of a 75 MWe
prototype power reactor (reported in GEAP-4016) which could convincingly

demonstrate the feasibility, the operating characteristics and limitations,

and the economic potential of the MSSR concept.

The prototype reactor is designed to produce 1000 psi, 950 F steam, with a

maximum fuel clad surface temperature of 1250F and a central temperature of

the superheating fuel characteristic of that in the large 300 MWe reference

design. The fuel temperature requirement is important in evaluating the

operating characteristics of the Doppler effect, which is the only reliable

negative power coefficient of important magnitude in the fast section.

The physical size of the superheating section is set at 30 inches in order to

have nuclear characteristics sufficiently resembling those of a large core to

allow confident extrapolation, and to have an acceptably large Doppler effect,

which is about one-half of that in a large mixed spectrum superheater. In

order to meet the fuel and clad temperature conditions and simultaneously

minimize the power of the unit, it turned out that very low pitch-to-diameter

ratios of the fast fuel were required. The fuel pitch-to-diameter ratio

was set at 1.05, which results in a difficult but practicable fabrication
problem and a relatively unexplored operating region of heat transfer and
fluid flow. The conditions outlined above set a minimum power level for the

prototype reactor which is 206 MWt and a gross electrical output of 75 MWe.

The prototype design has not been optimized to obtain low power cost in terms

of mills/kwh but rather to demonstrate the concept at minimum cost in a

manner which will permit meaningful extrapolation of the results to large

sized units.

A cross section of the 75 MWe prototype core is shown in Figure 3. Thy

boiling section is a natural circulation boiler operating at a power density

of 21 KW/1 using free surface separation of the steam. The size of the boil-

ing region has a geometrical relationship to the 30-inch cube superheating

section representative of a larger plant but results in a somewhat lower

power density. After passing up through the steam dryers and down through

the superheating section, steam passes out through the vessel bottom in an

arrangement which is different from that shown in the large plant reference

design GEAP-3590. The seal arrangement is shown in detail in Figure 4 where
they are located external to the vessel in a region accessible for mainte-

nance and repair. A previous design utilized a bellows seal within the

pressure vessel, and although the duty on this seal was not high, there was
some concern that it might be difficult to replace. The present arrangement,

which consists of three sliding seals, also permits removal of the entire
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central superheating structure if major core modification were desired. This
would also facilitate the conversion of the reactor to a saturated boiling
reactor with operating costs presumably the same as a standard boiling water
reactor, a feature aimed at reducing the financial risk involved in testing
a new concept. Seals of the type specified are not common but are presently
in use in a number of non-nuclear applications.

A significant feature of the prototype design is provision to up-rate the
plant to 150 MWe. In this case, forced circulation is used and the required
nozzles are provided on the vessel, and the plant is designed with the
necessary piping and space for the recirculating equipment. The general plant
arrangement is shown in Figure 5. Dry containment has been chosen for the
prototype unit although the concept is amenable to the use of pressure sup-
pression. There are provisions in the design for normal functions of decay
heat removal, water cleanup, etc. The turbine plant is conventional as, with
minor exceptions, are the feedwater heating systems. The control concept is
the same as in the reference design, namely, flow through the turbine (and
condenser by-pass) is regulated to maintain reactor pressure, and changes in
load are manually accomplished by positioning control rods in the reactor.

The physics analysis indicates that the power split between the boiler and
superheater can be controlled to a rather fine degree without obtaining
undesirable power shapes in either section of the core. Figure 6 shows the
power distributions in a radial plane through the center of the superheat
section. Changes in the outlet superheat conditions are attained with
little effect on the over-all power distribution. In going from 24 to 28 per
cent of the power in the superheat core, a net reactivity reduction of 1 per
cent is required in the boiling section and an increase of .04 per cent in
reactivity is required in the superheating region. These changes would require
a motion of about four inches for bank insertion of the boiler controls and
about a one-inch motion of one control element in the fast core. This suggests
the use of a finer control element in the fast core for such power trimming.
This behavior is essentially independent of the total power level.

Shown in Figure 7 is the power distribution which results when the superheater
is shut down and the boiling section is brought back to criticality. If the
controls in the superheat section are scrammed, the reactivity of the entire
system is reduced by 3 per cent. If the boiler is then brought up to
criticality, the reactor can operate with less than 5 per cent.of the power
generation in the fast core. The shape of the boiling distribution is un-
changed except right near the thermal buffer. Thus, in startups and shutdowns
it is possible to operate the boiling section with little power generation in
the superheating section.

Other physics calculations indicate that the power distribution in the buffer
regions becomes flatter with burnup. Although the optimum buffer design from
an economic standpoint has not yet been determined, the work on the prototype
indicates that one can maintain reasonable power shapes throughout the
operating fuel cycle.
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Some of the areas in which additional information is needed in connection 0
with the MSSR concept are as follows.

a. Heat transfer and fluid flow data are meager for the tight lattice of
the mixed spectrum superheater. There are some heat transfer and fluid
flow data in the region of interest from gas cooled reactors, but there
are no data available with steam. In the prototype the problem is
intensified since the desire to minimize cost (power output) has led 'to a
pitch-to-diameter ratio cf 1.05 instead of the reference design value of
1.13. With these low Ditch-to-diameter ratios fuel spacing and fuel
stability and vibration may also present difficulties.

b. Another area of uncertainty involves the efficiency of spray cooling in
a tight lattice. A spray cooling apparatus is used primarily to assure
that in the startup and shutdown periods, the decay heat from the fast
core is adequately removed. It thus permits unflooding in a slow controlled
fashion and does not require close timing between unflooding and the
initiation of steam cooling. A spray cooling device should be relatively
easy to place in the large volume above the superheating region.

c. Although the mixed spectrum concept is uniquely tolerant to the use
of the high nickel alloys or other high temperature materials rather than
stainless steel, there are no data on these materials in terms of use in
nuclear superheaters. Also, the MSS uses special poisons in the fuel and
fuel element channels, and methods of including them must be worked out.

Dr. K. Cohen briefly discussed the over-all safety problems of the MSSR concept.
Some problems are common to many nuclear superheaters. An example is the close
timing required to provide cooling in case of turbine tripout and failure of
the by-pass condenser to open. Consideration is being given to elimination of

the problem by the use of a combination turbine trip and condenser by-pass
valve.

Another safety problem which is common to a wide class of superheaters involves

the change in reactivity from the flooded condition during refueling to the

unflooded operating condition. It is possible to add epithermal poisons to
the fuel of the MSS to control this reactivity swing. In the prototype reactor
(which is fueled with U-235) it appears possible to design for a net reactivity

swing of zero between the flooded and unflooded condition. However, recent

studies of the plutonium fueled core indicate that when Pu-240 builds up,
there is a tendency for the reactor to become very subcritical in the flooded

state. At present, the safety implications involved with a highly subcritical

flooded reactor are not firm. Consideration is being given to a core design

which makes the flooded effect zero or small even when large 240 concentrations

do build up.

The MSS design and the prototype have emergency cooling provisions in the form
of an emergency heat exchanger in the reactor building, can utilize spray
cooling, and can also flood the central region.
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Instrumentation is important to the safety of the reactor and the prototype
design provides separate period and level indication for the fast section.
There are thermocouples on the outlet of each of the superheat fuel bundles
and, in addition, thermocouples are located in an accessible region in the
superheat exit pipe.

An examination of the prototype design indicates that the reactor can be
designed and built so that the probability of serious damage to the core is
small and requires malfunction of several instruments and scram circuits and
gross malpractice on the part of the operators. Nevertheless, the mixed
spectrum concept does involve a fast reactor and the attendant safety
problems. As compared to the metallic fueled fast reactors presently in
operation, the MSS will have a large negative Doppler coefficient, and work on
the sodium cooled fast oxide reactor indicates that this provides a
considerable safety advantage. A computer program is now in process of
coding and will permit a more definitive analysis of the worst credible
accident which will probably involve some meltdown and compaction of the fast
core.

Preliminary analysis, based on work on fast reactors, indicates that for
credible accidents envisioned for the MSS, adequate shielding and containment
can be provided to meet normal safeguard requirements.

In summary, Dr. Cohen stated that the successful operation of the mixed
spectrum prototype will provide sufficient detailed information to permit
the construction of commercial-size mixed spectrum reactors. He also stated
that, based on the present work, he felt optimistic about both the economics
of the concept and the technical feasibility of solving the problems which
will lead to successful operation.

4. Hanford Superheat Power Reactor Design - H. Kosmata

The NPR Project Section of the General Electric Company at Hanford was
requested by the AEC, Division of Reactor Development, to investigate the
potential use of NPR technology in commercial applications. The method used
to evaluate and demonstrate this technology was to develop a power reactor
design based upon graphite moderator, pressure tubed reactor technology
utilizing water as the primary coolant. The pressure tube reactor is adaptable
to all phases of water cooling from pressurized water through supercritical
steam; however, in view of recent AEC-sponsored comparative studies of
superheat plants, it was felt superheat offered a better opportunity for true
evaluation. In these studies, the once-through boiling-superheating process

appeared to be one of the most attractive and, thus, is being considered
for the initial design. A plant rating of 300 MWe was selected for direct
comparison to the designs performed in the superheat program; however, one of
the primary advantages of the pressure tube, graphite moderated reactor is
the ease to which it may be expanded to sizes up through 1000 MWe. A design
in the 1000 MWe size range will also be evaluated.

The 300 MWe plant is quite compact and is housed in a 75-foot diameter
containment vessel. This vessel is a steel cylinder with hemispherical heads
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and a concrete liner on the bottom and sides. (It is, for all practical
purposes, a duplicate of the container recently built at Hanford for the
Plutonium Recycle Reactor; thus, costs for this portion of the plant are a
matter of record.)

The significant part of the reactor design is the process tube assembly. A
vertical bayonet stainless steel process tube with a zircaloy active zone
section penetrates the shields and m-derator from the top. Individual
connectors from ring headers bring feedwater to and superheated steam from
each process tube. The fuel element geometry is a concentric arrangement
of two cylinders and a rod. Feedwater is manifolded down the outer arnulus
between the process tube and the outer fuel cylinder where it begins boiling.
Return flow is up through the two inner annuli where boiling is completed and
the resultant steam is superheated. This steam goes directly to the turbines.
The feedwater enters at 4000F, and the turbine throttle conditions are 1000 F,
1100 psia.

The fuel is UO vibratory compacted into 10 mil stainless steel containers.
The fuel pieces hang from the process tube nozzle by a supporting cylinder
which also serves as insulation between the steam and feedwater in addition
to channeling the feedwater flow in a manner which causes it to prevent
radiation streaming out the nozzle.

The process tubes are manifolded from the headers in such a manner that each
of ten headers feeds a ring segment of tubes. The fuel discharge follows the
same pattern; thus, all tubes on a header are essentially equal power tubes.
Outlet temperature balancing is accomplished by manual adjustment of header
valves. This is expected to be relatively infrequent and only to correct
slow drifts between power rings and at discharge.

The :Fuel is discharged through plugs in a movable top shield into a wet
shielded cask. Fresh fuel is charged by a lightweight crane.

Control of the reactor is by a novel movable chain control device. Each
control unit consists of two vertical parallel zircaloy channels connected
at the top and bottom, with an idler sprocket at the top and a drive sprocket
at the bottom. The control material is borated stainless steel fixed in
segments to a stainless steel link chain. Each unit is driven by an individual
hydraulic motor. The control unit is cooled by a recirculating water system.
A backup system is injection of borated liquid into the control cooling
system.

The moderator is laid up by cross stacking horizontal bars of graphite and
penetrating this with vertical tube and control unit blocks. The process
tubes are supported from the top shields and the control units from the
bottom, and the graphite is allowed to contract without affecting these
components. The stacking is vented and keyed to dissipate steam in the
event of a tube rupture in a manner which restricts damage of the stack
to the tube block containing the ruptured tube.
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Side shielding consists of a carbon steel tank, two feet thick, filled
with a mixture of magnetite aggregate and water followed by 52 inches of
ordinary concrete. The tank functions as a thermal shield and is cooled
by circulating river water through cooling coils embedded in the mixture.
The bottom thermal shield is borated graphite and the top thermal shield
is cast iron. The bottom shield is 75 inches of ordinary concrete. A
42-inch primary top shield of iron-serpentine concrete covers the reactor
proper and a 40-inch magnetite concrete sliding shield covers the process
tube nozzles and coolant connectors. This top shield can be moved to
give cz)mplete access to the top face for maintenance. It also has a row
of removable plugs which can be positioned over a row of tubes for the
discharge operation. All shield components are water-cooled by means of
cooling tubes located near the high temperature side, except the cast
iron thermal shield, which is cooled by the process tubes.

The fuel management scheme will be to discharge in batches of approxi-
mately one-tenth the reactor loading. Exposures of up to 22,000 MWD/MT
can be accommodated with the design control system.

The fuel cycle cost for this reactor is quite low. The only variable not
defined by AEC ground rules or design physics calculations is the fuel
fabrication cost. This cost will vary considerably dependent upon the
capacity of the fabrication plant assumed. For a fabrication capacity equal
to the reactor throughput and for a fuel goal exposure of 11,000 MWD/MT the
total fuel cycle cost, with the current assumptions and bases from the AEC
Handbook, will be about 1.9 mills/kwh. For a fabrication plant capacity
equal to two reactor throughputs, and at an exposure of 22,000 MWD/MT, the
cycle cost is 1.4 mills/kwh.

The operating and maintenance costs are estimated at approximately 0.4
mills/kwh. The capital costs are currently being estimated.

Pressure Tube Reactor Design and Heat Transfer Program - J. Wright

Currently under investigation at Westinghouse are reactor design evaluation
problems and heat transfer experiments associated with a reactor producing
supercritical steam in large plant sizes, 1000 MWe or more. This program
is directed toward anticipated demands in the middle 1970's, and, therefore,
represents a considerable extension of present reactor technology.

Heat Transfer Studies

At the present time a heat transfer loop capable of supplying through the
test sections 250-600 KW of heat input is being designed. The loop parameters
include a pressure range of from 2400 to 3500 psi. A tabulation of the over-
all loop parameters is given in Figure I. The design and procurement of the
loop is proceeding according to schedule. By the next semiannual meeting on
superheat it is likely that some heat transfer data will be available.

The heat balance for the supercritical heat transfer loop is presented in
Figure II. In this figure two sets of numbers are presented, those for 250 KW
operation (within the dashed lines) and those for the 600 KW operation. The
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SUPERCRITI CAL

HEAT TRANSFER LOOP PARAMETER RANGES

250 KW
Operation

Test Pressure Range
Max. Hydraulic Capability
Flow Rate Range (max @ max.

Test Section Power In-put)
Test Section Power Input Range
Mass Flow Rate iange (G)

Test Section
Heat Flux Range (q")

Test Section
Test Section Length Range
Test Section De
Test Section Temperature Rise Range

2400-3500 psia
4600 lb/hr
4-1000 lb/hr

1-250 KW 6

0.3 - 1.) x 10

lb/hr.ft
0.2 - 1.5 x 10
Btu/hr. ft 2

1.5 - 9.0 ft.
0.05 - 0.20 in.
600 - 1100OF

2400-3500 psia
4600 lb/hr
2200 lb/hr max

600 KW max. 6
*0.3 - 1.5 x 10
lb/hr.ft2

*0.2 - 1.52 10
Btu/hr.ft

*1.5 - 9.0 ft.
*0.2 - 0.6 in.
*600 - 11000F

*Tentative

Fig. I

600 KW
Operation
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heat balances pertain primarily to the supercritical steam tests. The
preheater, Item K, will require considerably larger inputs for tie subcritical
2400 psi operation.

Conceptual Design Evaluation of SupercriticalConcepts

Design evaluation is now proceeding on two supercritical direct cycle concepts,

a 1000 MWe fuel bearing graphite (FBGR) and a 1000 MWe supercritical tube
reactor (SCOTT-R).

The advantages of the FBGR are that the fuel material is not contained directly
in the coolant stream and, hence, release of the fission products from the fuel
does not contaminate the wcrking systems and its components. On the other hand,
in this reactor concept the heat flux into the working fluid must pass through

the higher stressed pressure containing member thus resulting in maximum

stress of maximum temperature which tends to overly burden the core with
highly neutron cross sections absorbing the material. A flow diagram of a
large FBGR utilizing a condensing steam reheat cycle is presented in Figure III.

The large SCOTT-R represents an extensicn of typical superheat technology to
higher pressures and once-through technology. The supercritical conditions
provide for improved heat transfer but also raise questions regarding
feasibility of typical superheat fuel. A flow diagram of this system is
presented in Figure IV based on a similar reference steam cycle incorporating
condensing steam reheat. Approximately 15 per cent of the primary steam goes
directly to the life steam reheater rather than the higher pressure stage of
the turbine. Over-all efficiency of both plants is in the range of 43-44 per
cent net. In the SCOTT-R case two general concepts of pressure tube have

been evaluated, "thru tube" and the "re-entrant tube." The thru tube requires
materials capable of withstanding the high internal pressure at temperatures
at or above the steam temperature of 1000-10500F. In general, this compels
the use of rather high neutron absorbant material as in the case of FBGR.
In addition, the fuel, be it annular or rod cluster type, is presumed to be
clad in stainless steel or Inconel. The re-entrant, on the other hand,
provides a means whereby materials selected for the pressure tube will be
exposed to temperature only at or near the feedwater condition of 5000F. The

thru tube and re-entrant tube are schematically represented in Figure V.

The fluid and heat transfer analysis in these advanced designs is highly
dependent upon many factors as yet undetermined in detail. For example,
Figure VI represents a schematic arrangement of temperature versus axial
position showing steam temperature, average clad temperature, and maximum
clad temperature. This particular figure is for the rod bundle type of fuel
element. A multipass re-entrant fuel assembly can provide for lower surface
temperatures with equivalent heat fluxes. The maximum clad temperature is
highly sensitive to the assumption made regarding hot channel factor, flow
redistribution, crud deposition on fuel element surface, etc. It has been
noted, for example, that incremental crud thicknesses of 1 mil add as much
as 70-80 F to the predicted clad surface temperature. Thus, in the absence
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of heat transfer information on specific geometries and crud deposition for
in-pile characteristics, it is extremely difficult to predict within perhaps
1-200F the actual maximum surface temperature which will be encountered for
a specific range of variables. Analysis of these variations is continuing
and will be reported at a future date.
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REACTOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION STATUS

1. BONUS - GENERAL NUCLEAR ENGINEERING CORPORATION - J. West

General construction of the BONUS plant has been approximately on schedule.
However, a major delay in the delivery of the reactor pressure vessel has
necessitated a revision of the anticipated initial criticality date from
December 1, 1962, to July 1, 1963.

The original purchase order to PACECO specified delivery of the reactor
pressure vessel in September 1961; the estimated shipping date is now July 31,
1962. Reasons for the delay are numerous. The latest major difficulty has
been the discovery of laminar defects circumferentially disposed around
certain nozzle welds. These defects were discovered by ultrasonic inspection
following the welding of the nozzles but were not detected by radiography.
About 17 such defects have been removed and repaired.

Almost all the concrete work in and around the reactor containment building
has been completed. The concrete block partition walls have also been
finished. The reactor shield has been completed up to the level of the
top of the neutron shield tank, on which the pressure vessel rests. Mechanical
and electrical work is now under way throughout the plant. The plan is to
complete as much construction as possible prior to arrival of the reactor
pressure vessel so that the time required after arrival of the vessel will be
minimized. For example, all the process piping will be installed except for
short connectors between external loops and the nozzles on the pressure vessel
itself.

The following are some of the major items of equipment which have arrived at
the site and have been partially or completely installed: turbine; condenser;
main transformers; cooling tower; polar gantry crane; circulating water pumps;
reactor feedwater pumps; feedwater heaters; condensate filters and ion exchange
columns; reactor purification loop pumps, filters, ion exchange columns, and
heat exchangers; vaporsphere; air compressors; main ventilation fans; fuel
transfer coffin; liquid waste evaporator; gland seal condenser; and liquid poison
tank. (Several slides showing the status of construction were shown.)

A plywood mockup of the panels in the main control room has been approved and
will be shipped to the site to be used in training applicants for operators'
licenses. Installation of conduit and cable trays is nearing completion;
pulling of cables will begin shortly.

Construction of the generating portion of the plant by PRWRA appears to be
progressing satisfactorily.

Fabrication of reactor fuel by Combustion Engineering is now at the stage
where components are being fabricated by suppliers.

The R&D program on BONUS has proceeded in parallel with design and construction.
The critical experiments by Combustion Engineering at Windsor, Connecticut, have
been completed. Experiments were performed on both a cold and a simulated hot
mockup of the reactor core. These experiments and the analysis thereof are
described in a report issued February 10, 1962 (GNEC-198, "BONUS Zero Power
Critical Experiments and Application to the Reactor Design").
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Based on the critical experiments plus calculations, final enrichments, control
rod patterns, and shim loadings have been specified for startup and operation
of the BONUS reactor. (Slides were shown of the shim designs and fuel shuffling
pattern.) The enrichment of superheater fuel has been decreased from 3.50 to
3.25 per cent to reduce the power output of the superheater slightly relative to
the boiler. The boiler fuel is moved radially inward after each incremental
irradition of 2500 MWD/T. Fully irradiated (10,000 MWD/T) boiler fuel is
removed from the center of the core, and new boiler fuel is added at the periphery
of the boiler region. New superheater fuel assemblies are added at the edges of
the four superheater zones and moved progressively toward the center of these
zones at increments of 2500 MWD/T irradiation.

Borated stainless steel shims will be used within the boiler fuel assemblies
and in slots between the boiler region and the superheater region. The shims
will be progressively weakened as irradiation progresses; at equilibrium
there will be no shims in the core.

At the present time, an R&D task is under way to determine the effectiveness
of the BONUS dryer-preheater in removing chlorides (and other nonvolatile
impurities) from the steam before the steam reaches the superheater fuel
elements. The test is also intended to determine whether any chlorides which
pass through the dryer--preheater will deposit on fuel cladding.

The chloride stress corrosion loop has been installed in a Florida Power
Corporation plant. Saturated steam containing various quantities of moisture
and chlorides is passed transversely through a bundle of heated tubes which
superheat the steam by a few degrees. The steam then passes through heated
stainless steel and Inconel tubes which are electrically heated to simulate
fuel cladding. About 1000 times more impurities are injected into the loop
than are expected in the BONUS plant.

It is too early to draw definite conclusions from the short operation of the
chloride stress corrosion loop thus far. However, there is a preliminary
indication that the preheater removes approximately one-half the chlorides
contained in the steam. It remains to be determined whether any additional
chlorides are deposited on the simulated fuel cladding itself.

2. PATHFINDER - ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY - R. Klecker

Construction work at Sioux Falls is nearing completion. The major effort is now
being devoted to installation of smaller pipe lines associated with the liquid
waste system.and sampling system, and the insulation of larger pipes and equip-
ment. Another phase of construction still under way is the installation of
electrical wiring primarily in and around the reactor building. The seals
around the wires penetrating the reactor building wall are now being made.

The last report described the installation of the reactor vessel through an
opening cut in the reactor building wall. The opening has now been welded
closed and the vessel is completely in place. All the recirculation pump casings
and 22-inch butterfly valves are installed and the recirculation piping completed.
The vessel walls were insulated before the vessel was lowered into its cavity
and insulation of the lower head, the piping, and recirculation pumps and valves
is now nearing completion. The steam line is now complete to the turbine except
for insulation. Installation of the safety valves and relief line is essentially
completed except for insulation.
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The reactor building 1/4" stainless steel shield pool liner has been installed.
Some difficulties were experienced in getting the floor of this pool to lay
flat enough for later service.

All work in the water treatment building and screen house is completed. Pre-

operational tests of the equipment were performed and the equipment is now
operational. Demineralized water is being supplied as required for pre-
operational tests of other equipment. The preoperational tests of the cool-

ing tower are awaiting warmer weather.

All equipment has been installed in the turbine building and preoperational

testing is now under way. By the first of April the entire primary system
from the condenser to and including the reactor is expected to be ready for
hydrostatic testing. Final cleaning should follow soon thereafter.

Work in the fuel handling building consists mainly of installation of the
liquid and gas waste disposal equipment. None of this equipment has been
checked out yet. Racks in the new fuel storage vault are being installed.
The fuel transfer carriage between the reactor building shield pool and
the fuel handling building fuel storage pool has been installed but also
not checked out yet.

The panel in the control room and essentially all the controls and instru-
mentation (including the nuclear instrumentation) have been installed.
Approximately half of the controls are operational.

The plant heating and ventilation system is completed. Remaining work
to be done at the site and approximate schedule is as follows:

Hydro test on reactor and main steam April 1962
line and cleaning of heat cycle

Installation of reactor internals April & May 1962

Second reactor building leak rate test May or June 1962

Insulation of reactor building and May & June 1962
miscellaneous yard work

Manufacture of the reactor vessel head and reactor internals is still
under way in the Allis-Chalmers shops although the head is essentially
complete and ready for shipment. Control rod drives are being assembled
and the steam separators are about finished. The superheater is the major
item still being worked on. Shipment of reactor internals is scheduled
for April and May 1962.

The final safeguards report and initial operations report should be published
in March 1962, and reviewed with the AEC shortly thereafter.
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BORAX V - ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY - R. RICE

Since the last superheat meeting in September, 1961, most of the design
and fabrication effort on the BORAX V project has been devoted to experi-
mental equipment and to modifications of the reactor and the plant.

Of the initial batch of 18 Model I stainless steel clad Boral control
rods, 15 survived all tests. However, in the destructive evaluation of
the defective rods, it was discovered that most of the cladding-to-slug
spot welds contained voids and that there was inadequate penetration on
end closure welds. Because of the poor quality control on these rods, they
are being used for cold critical operation only. A new set of Model II
control rods of similar composition, but with improvements in detailed
design, fabrication and inspection procedures, is being fabricated. These
new control rods and a new set of 17-4 PH control rod extension shafts,
heat treated at 1100cF, will be installed prior to operation at temperature.

The status on experimental equipment is as follows: A duplex flux wire
counter was designed, built and used on the BORAX V exponential experiment
in TREAT. A rotating oscillating rod and drive, boiling fuel rod gamma
scanning machine, root-mean-square-noise analyzer for reactor stability
analysis, magnetic drag-disc-type downcomer flowmeter, movable steam-
dome sampling probe, a test rig for testing the catalytic recombination
of H2 and 02 in saturated steam and a depleted uranium fuel handling coffin
have been designed and are being fabricated. Still being designed are in-
core pressure thimbles for retractable flux wires and high temperature
miniature neutron detectors, a pneumatic step function generator for
reactor stability analysis, boiling and superheater fuel storage and a
head-on boiling fuel assembly handling tool.

The reactor vessel, process piping and equipment were given a thorough
cleaning consisting of a preliminary flush, mechanical cleaning, where
possible, warm detergent wash (1600F) with Triton X-100, and repeated
demineralized water rinses to remove the detergent. The boiling core struc-
ture, reactor vessel head and control rod drives were installed and the
F.C. system was disconnected. The neutron source was installed and all
permanent and temporary nuclear instrumentation was checked out.

After hydrotesting the reactor vessel and auxiliary water system, the system
was heated to operating temperature and pressure. With the 144 kw of
electric heaters available it took approximately 2 days to heat up. As a
result, an additional 166 kw of strip heaters have been installed on the
auxiliary water system piping to reduce theoretical heating time to about

15 hours. Water quality ranged from 0.1 to 2.0 megohms. Pressure relief
valve settings were checked satisfactorily.

Excessive steam hammer was found in the feedwater line, boron addition
system, and batch feed system. To correct this situation a spring-check
valve is being installed in the feedwater line just outside the shield to
keep steam out of the line when the feed pumps are not running. A steam
pre-heating sparger has been installed in the batch feed tank and additional
electric heaters were installed on the boron tank and piping to keep it at
operating temperature.
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Overheating of the feedwater tank, found at very low feedwater flows, has
been corrected by installing raw water cooling coils in the tank. Temperature
distribution in the reactor vessel was satisfactory. The control rod drives
and seals were satisfactory except for higher seal leakage than anticipated.

The differential expansions of reactor vessel and core structure, and the
Belleville spring deflection were not checked because the spring was installed
upside down. Test operation of the superheater drain line produced excessive
pipe movement. This has been corrected by additional guide anchors.

After the high temperature tests the Model I control rods were received
and installed and preparations were made: for a forced circulation test to

check in-core flow distribution. Orifices were installed in empty fuel
assembly boxes to simulate fuel rod pressure drop and orifice plates were
installed on control rod channels. Scram tests on the control rods, at
600 psig, room temperature conditions, produced an unexpected result of
collapsing the control rod channel shrouds from a nominal channel width of 1/2
in. to 3/8 in. The control rods still operated satisfactorily. The collapse
was attributed to a reduced pressure above the control rod on scram caused by
the restriction of the orifice plates. These plates were designed to prevent
a control rod lifting from hydraulic force with a reduced size core and full
forced circulation flow with extension shaft broken inside the reactor
vessel. They are not needed for a full size core and will not be used.

The control rods, drives and core structure were removed; the core struc-
ture shroud was straightened to restore the 1/2 in. nominal dimension, and
these items were reinstalled and checked out. When hazards approval for
atmospheric pressure operation only was received on January 24, 1962, the
forced circulation tests were postponed, the forced convection system was
disconnected, temporary loading counters and source with remotely controlled
drives were installed in the reactor vessel and all nuclear instrumentation
again checked out. Attempted noise elimination on period circuits had been
carried on for two months.

Loading of boiling fuel assemblies started on January 31, 1962, and after
much delay caused primarily by nuclear instrument difficulties, particularly
spurious period scrams, a minimum critical loading of 14 clean assemblies
was attained at 12:00 PM, February 9, 1962. As of March;8, 1962, the
reactor was being loaded to a full boiling core of 60 fuel assemblies contain-
ing some boron-stainless steel poison rods to control excess reactivity and to
reduce the reactivity worth of the center control rod.

The present schedule calls for cold zero power tests on the boiling core to
be complete by May 1, hot zero power tests by June 15, and power operation,
with an attempt at maximum power, to be finished by July 15. Assuming the
superheater fuel is ready, the boiling core will then be removed and replaced
by the core with a central superheater.
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4. ESADA -VESR - GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY - D. Imhoff

a. General

The nuclear engineering work and the architect/engineer balance-of-plant
work are both approximately 95% complete as of February 28, 1962. The total
construction program is approximately 37% complete as of the same date.

The USAEC issued the construction permit for the ESADA-VESR on August 10,
1961. At the present time, the Final Summary Hazards Report is in prepa-
ration and is scheduled to be forwarded to the AEC on August 20, 1962. The
total VESR construction program is scheduled to be completed by November,
1962.

b. Containment Building

The ASME-coded containment vessel, 48 feet in diameter and 128 feet high,
was completed and tested in November 1961. Concrete placement for the
interior and exterior foundations for the containment capsule is scheduled
to be completed by May 15, 1962.

c. Reactor Vessel and Internals

Major fabrication work on the reactor vessel is complete and it is
anticipated that it will be received on site byiJcne 15. Reactor internals
fabrication work is currently in progress and this equipment is scheduled
to be shipped to the site by June 15. All components of the control rod
drive system are also in fabrication, with one prototype test unit
essentially completed. This prototype control drive unit will be extensive-
ly tested in the GE manufacturing shops in San Jose during the months of
March and April.

d. Off-Gas Stack

The 168-foot reinforced concrete off-gas stack was completed in early
January. This stack is ready for connection to the existing VBWR
facilities. All equipment items, such as the exhaust fans and the off-gas
monitoring equipment and control panels, are completed and located at the
site.

e. Control and Office Building

The two-story control and office building, which is an addition to the
existing VBWR control building, is essentially completed and a portion
of the office space has been occupied by VBWR operational and test
personnel. Fabrication of the control panels and console, with associated
instrumentation, is currently in progress, with all panels scheduled to be
received on site by August 1962.
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f. Associated Facilities

Excavation for the interconnecting pipe trenches between the VBWR turbine
and the VESR containment vessel and condenser building is approximately
75% complete. Structural concrete work for the pipe tunnels is approxi-
mately 30% complete. The superheat steam piping and other process piping
to be located in the trenches is currently on order. Foundation work for
the auxiliary 120,000 pound-per-hour capacity steam boiler is scheduled
to begin in late March. The fabrication work on the major boiler compo-
nents is well under way, with shipment scheduled to begin early in April.
The boiler facility is scheduled to be completed, ready for steaming, by
August 1962.

g. First VESR Core Loading

For the first core loading, major emphasis will be placed on evaluating
various superheater fuel cladding materials. Tentatively, the initial
core loading of 32 UO2 annular fuel bundles will consist of 8 Inconel,
8 Incoloy, 8 Type 304 Double Vacuum Melt, 4 Type 310 SS, and 1 each of
Types 304, 316, 347, and 348 SS cladding materials.
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